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Addreea all communications Inwin/, m .w'ng in<i threnhlnjc ma
Perry we bave received a letter of in.'yç
tended for this department to Hknhy D.
kiaiie,
gun*,
pL·*11
p«je*»,
of
in regard to the comparative comV'e, >,u.npe
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem- quiry
«te., aeatl ν and promptly retn.ve*.
ocrat. Paris, Me.
pleteness of creaming milk by the Cooley
and water piping doo« to order.
Sje»o)
lf,\.
or deep-setting method, and the former
shallow pan setting. We omit the letter
A
on Wheels.
PARK,
College
Ο.
» lbkkt
of inquiry in the interest of saving apace,
since going over this matter at this time
Licensed Auctioneer,
l'KOGKKSS
OF
TUB BETTER FARMING seems very much like threshing over old
MAINE.
PARIS.
tlT:.
j
SPECIAL TRAIN SENT
OUT BY TUE straw, fur this and similar questions reTarais Mjdeiatc.
lating to the creaming of milk were long
MAINE UNIVERSITY.
ago settled by experimenters and given
,n:*ItF. Λ Ρ \RKER,
to the world of dairymen through bulleat Law,
The better farming special, fitted up tins, lecturers and the dairy press, in\ti irnevi *nl Coanaellor·
MAINS.
by the University of Maine and running cluding the Maine farmer, till it seemed
RI M?ΟΚΠ rALLS,
over the
General Practice.
Bangor and Aroostook Rail- that everybody must have been inform'■ ee,
Ru'ph T. Parker road, was a great success from the start. ed in the matter. But our corre6 ·«·!» ΐ>.
Much pains were taken to install the spondent represents a section of the state
L. BUCK,
exhibits, and each car is a model of skill but recently engaged in dairying as a
and taste.
business, bo we cheerfully give the inSurgeon Dentist,
The soil laboratory, something new in formation wanted. Our reply will show
MAINE.
lines of exhibition, attracts much atten- the nature of the letter of inquiry.
SOl'TU PARIS,
tion and carries information of great
The sure way of proving the comwxrranu··:.
All my bet work
value to all who arc interested in improv- pleteness of the separation of cream
ing their soil. This is the work of (butterfat) from milk is to test the skim
M «iTKWART, M. D.,
Professor \V. D. Ilurd, who has given milk and learn how much of butterfat
j
the analysis of Maine soils attention is left. This is not easily done. If subsince he has been in the state, and hie stantially no cream or butterfat is left in
Physician and Surgeon,
efforts are bringing grand results, par- the skim milk we know the separation
ticu.arly in encouraging the growing of has been complete, whatever the method
and in more thorough tillage.
Three
clover
of creaming may have been.
Parle.
South
Maxim Block.
The dairy exhibits are full and com- ways of removing cream from milk have
plete. The babcock testers and centrif- been ij use and under experiment—the
P. JONES,
ugal separators in operation bring the shallow pan Betting, the Cooley-deeppractical side of the college instruction setting-cold method, and the centrifugal
Dentist,
immediately to the minds of the visitors, separator method. Complete separation
MAINE
and the various other dairy appliances is or may be done by either of the
NORWAY,
conspicuously arranged show the ex- methods when the requirements in each
to li—1 to 4.
Oft· β Hour»—ί>
The resulting
out.
tent of the dairy work at the university. case are carried
Fruit growing and gardening each re- cream, however, will not be alike.
SMITH.
r
Γ»
ceives its share of attention, and the
Our correspondent refers to a commany exhibits of trees and shrubs, as parison of shallow pan cream with the
Attorney at Law,
well as the appliaucee for spraying, Cooley cold-setting cream. These are
MAINE.
NORWAY,
carry valuable lessons with them.
quite different from each other. The
a Specialty.
Collections
<k
Β
Hurn·!
The great money crop of the region shallow pan cream, setting thirty-six
through which the train travels has not hours as it usually does, and all the
A PARK.
been overlooked, and the exhibits of while spread out in exposure to the air,
potatoes, fertilizers and various kinds of is more completely separated from
Attorneys at Law,
potato machinery make quite a school the watery parts of the milk and thereMAINE,
BETHEL,
within themselves.
fore denser or richer than the Cooley
ParkC.
Eller.
v! ilion K. Herrtck.
The poultry department is especially cream, and contains a much larger profull aud complete. With chicks just portion of butter. It cannot therefore,
in» S S. HARLOW,
leaving the eggs in incubators, with be compared with the Cooley by measure
brooders full of the little feathered chat- or weight, though the creaming in each
Attorney at Law,
terers, all surrounded by poultry food case has been complete. Shallow pan
MAINE.
DIXFIELD,
and appliances, we have a chicken para- cream may be fifty per cent butterfat,
dise. All it lacks is the patriarch of the while Cooley cream rarely rune twenty
WHEELER,
A
«'RIGHT
dock to crow its merits to the people.
per cent.
The professors in the various departTo cream milk completely by the cold,
milk should be
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, ments deliver lectures at each stopping deep-setting methodthethewater
as promptstrained and set in
place and keep every one interested.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
At the tiret stopping place—Bradford ly after being drawn, ae practicable, and I
Wheeler.
Alton
C.
Jame* s. Wright.
while it is still warm. The water.
—a band of twenty pieces met the train
and added to the interest and enthu- nhould be kept down to forty degrees or |
siasm
Prominent men from every town lower. It were better, and the separahave shown their interest by their pres- tion will be sliKhtly more complete, if
ence, and at many places reception com- the milk is allowed to remain in the
mittees have met the train before it was water twenty-four hours before drawn
Me.
14 Main St., Norway,
fully stopped. The heavy snowstorm of off.
These are not opinions that have been J
Tuesday did not seriously interfere with
the attendance or interest, and the last expressed, but facte that have been |
days of the week were more completely established beyond question.—Maine :
tilled with active work for all than the Farmer.
j
tiret.
Among those from the faculty who What Shall We Do with the Calves?
have done the most to bring about this
Of course the market must be sup-:
departure in Maine agriculture and to plied with veal, but let that be done by
insure its success are President Fellows, those who make a specialty of that kind
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead Director Woods and Professors Ilurd, of business. I don't
believe a milk or
Prominent butter
Munson.
and
Gamwell
and Iron.
dairyman ever ought to veal his
in
the
aided
have
farmers and patrons
calves. It detracts very materially from
work. Among those who have spoken the usefulness of a cow the remainder
Telephone 1:14-11.
this week are Commissioner Gilman, Z. of the
!
year to have a calf suck her six or
A. Gilbert, D. II. Knowlton and C. S.
sell yonr male
weeks. Now,
eight
Stetson. Still others will join the train calves and those of the other sex that
President Fellows now feels
next week.
in
you don't want to raise, to some one
that the train has scored a grand success, that kind of business.
aud is planning for the special to be run
Keep all your heifers from your best
over the lines of the Maine Central Railcows that have four good teats, well j
McKeen
road early in June.—B. Walker
placed, and six well developed teeth. I
in Tribune Farmer.
If the cow ie hard to. wean from the1
calf and holds up her milk, take the calf,
commercial r-erauzers vaiuaoie.
from her before she sees it, and wash it ;
Eleven years ago I bought my first thoroughly with warm water with a.
Satisfaction Guar- bag of commercial fertilizer and have little good soap and wipe it dry. Calves
Ulasses. Cash or Credit.
anteed.
16 \ ears Experience.
Eye· Tested steadily increased my account with the usually learn to drink very readily by
makers until this year I have ordered giving them your linger once or twice.
Free. Oraduate Optician.
7 1-2 tons. I try for a three-years crop If from any cause they refuse to suck
Maine.
rotation (corn, potatoes, oats and clover), the finger a little molasses on the finger
Une Year in
but sometimes on old bushy pasture adds to its attract! η for the calf very
All kinds of Optical Repair Work.
land I rind three years too short a time materially. Give them whole milk unto thoroughly disintegrate roots and til one or two weeks old, change gradWanted..
m >ss, and 1 then work the ground an- ually to skimmed milk, and as you
other year. I invariably seed it down to change, add a little linseed meal. That
At the Beeches, a
clover, timothy and red-top, and on one- is the best of anything we ever used to
a· <! man of all work and his wife.
half the acreage in hay that formerly take the place of the fat in the whole
to
Good wages.
kept tive cows and one horse, I am able milk.
Dr. Charlotte F. Hammond,
The most important point in can raisto keep 15 cows and tive horses and sell
Paris Hill, Maine. hay; 10 tons on an average a year.
ing is regularity. Not one time feed
I use only a high grade article of three quarts and next time four or one
fertilizer having discarded the cheap feed at a temperature of 100 degrees and
priced goods as poor economy. The uext time 00. 1 think I am safe in sayyeaf I plant to potatoes I apply 2000 ing that seven-eighths of all the cases of
nee!ed Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hempounds of 4 per cent ammonia per acre, scours in calves is due to this cause. :
UK'c and Poplar, delivered on cars at »»
per cent potash, 10 percent fertilizer to Keep a little good early cut hay within
any Κ. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel, the acre, and average 300 bushels pota- their reach. Feed mille as long as you
the coming year.
For corn I apply five to can afford it, the longer the better for !
toes therefrom.
E. W. PEN LEY, West Paris.
seven cords barn manure, and 400 pounds the calf.
Pond.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's
4 per cent ammonia per acre, 10 per cent
It is much better for the calf and more
May 30, 1904.
potash, 5 per cent fertilizer in the drill proti'able to the owner to have the
and harvest a rousing crop of silage corn. calves dropped from
September to j
The ears and stocks go into the silo, and December than from December to May.
HOLLISTER'3
the
to
bushels
150
will
start
the ears
Fall calves get a good
through the ;
average
acre.
Then comes the seeding down winter and are ready to go out to grass j
Λ Bnsy Medioine for Busy People.
year, oats 1 3-4 bushels per acre, clover in early spring, whereas spring calves |
eight pounds, timothy 1-2 bushel, red have to be kept in the barn a whole I
Erin;· Uoiija Health an J Keaeved Vigor.
A «iiMN-itio f. ,r
Constipation, I:i.liK-esuoti. Li*e top tive pounds. Then I use 500 or 600 year and more. The cow will pay 10
at ! KlddfV Trouble-, rimplest. Ko/ema, Impure I
of the 4-0-10 fertilizer, and the per cent more in the year by coming
1
Bowf-U, Η··»·1ηο!κ· pounds
Β
I? t Hreuth.
an average of 5 feet tall and fresh in the fall.
a· 1 l:<ic!uu !i ·.
It'nK· *·!<>· M"untuiu Tea in tab- oats stand
(ii'nuin·* made by thresh out 40 bushels to the acre, and
I· i-irni, S.'> cents a bo*.
Now you must not think that because
U 'i.· rir.,.: Dr.ra Company, N utison. Wis.
The catch is always good you have a thoroughbred sire of a good
never lodge.
fiOLOcM KUaGSTS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE and the next year without further dress- strain of blood and the calf is out of a
ing, I cut all the grass that can con- good cow that you are sure it will make
veniently be made on the ground and a good cow. You are more likely to get
the second crop of clover is equal to 3-4 a good one out of a good cow than out
A
ton per acre.
of a poor one, but there is nothing sure
Ou a piece of sandy loam, clay bottom in breeding. You will find men who
pasture land, in 1S!)9, I planted potatoes will tell you they can tell when a calf is
using at the rate of 1 tou per acre of a week old whether she will make a
is quickly absorbed.
This was before I good cow or not, but they are men who
3-6-10 fertilizer.
Gates Relief at Once.
sprayed my potatoes, and the blight cut have not been long in the business and
the crop so badly that 1 harvested only have learned many things they will
It cloansea, soothes
65 bushels per acre from the piece. bave to unlearn later if they keep on in
h*al> and protects
Believing the fertilizer was still there. I the business. Don't be discouraged if
the diseased membrane. It cures Cathoroughly harrowed the piece, and in your heifer does rather poorly the first
11MJ0 1 sowed my usual mixture of oats, year. 1 have known many who did not
tarrh and drives
'—
awav a Cold in the
clover, red top and timothy without any do much the first year that made excelfurther manuring and I harvested a lent cows afterward.
Head quickly. K^ftlAV ΓΓ^Γ
■ fc w fc
stores the Senses of HB 1
bumper crop of hay for the past four
Bristles.
Τ i«te and SinelL Full size 50 cts., at Drug- years; although in 1904 I did not get
Be sure that there is plenty of water
gists or by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail. quite so much as in the former years.
El v Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York. Assuredly it pays to use high grade in the pasture. The pigs suffer if not
fertilizers. Look out for the analyses,
given plenty of water on hat days.
and be sure yon buy just what you pay
Save the rattlings from clover hay.
for.—Dirigo, York County.
Mix in the hog swill, liberally.
Hogs
that are penned ap, need roughage to
What Farm Living Costs.
their otherwise unbalanced
even up
ration.
1 have greatly enjoyed reading what
The warm, clean, satisfied bog does
the different people from all over the
not shriek so as to scare horses a mile
country have bad to say on the Woman's
Jeweler and Graduate
Only Peter's half-starred β boats
Page, and have often thought I would away.
do that.
certain
on
subjects.
write my thoughts
Cottonseed meal is not a good pig raI am a farmer's wife, with a large family
tion. You had better feed bran, midto work for, and think the farm the very
and a little oil meal. Oats and
best place for the children to grow up dlings
Skim milk is
are not so good.
on.
1 can see there are advantages in barley
one of our beet foods.
other occupations and in living in town,
Skim milk fed with grains produces
but think we on the farm have a little
of good quality, but it is well if
the best of it. But I cannot see why our pork
are given considerable exercise,
the
hogs
alus
it
coats
think
city friends seem to
if a firm, lean meat is desired.
most nothing to live. They cannot seem
the
sows on a good olover or pea
Turn
MAINE.
to understand that our garden and field
after weaning the pigs, and no
pasture
fertilizof
amount
a
large
crops require
grain ration will be necessary.—Farm
ers, some of which we have to buy,
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Lynchrurg, Va.
Editor Democrat:

Thinking that possibly the following

may prove of some interest to the readers of yoor paper, I venture to send you
this short sketch of the South as seen
through the eyes of a northern man.
A few weeks ago the writer left his
home in the North to make his first visit
to the Southland, and confesses that he
came
possessed with many of the
prejudices which control many of our
northern people against this part of the
country—prejudices born of his early
memories of the horrors of slavery and
the resultant civil war; but after a few
weeks' journey down the Atlantic coast
and back through the central part of
Florida, Georgia, the Carolina® into
Virginia, he finds many of the old prejudices very much modified, and his fears
regarding the political influences of the
South for evil almost entirely dissipated.
We feel sure that the progress made by
this section of our country, politically,
socially, and along commercial lines
since the period of reconstruction is
known and appreciated by but few of
This part of
our people in the North.
the country has natural advantages that
are going to bring it into the front rank
commercially. Its large resources of
lumber, the mildness of the olimate, and
fertility of the soil are features that are
going to help bring about this condition.
As we have passed through the country
we have been very much impressed by
the very large acreage of land that is
under cultivation. Mile after mile along
the railroads and back as far as the eye
A large
can reach, are ploughed fields.
part of this is to be sown to cotton, and
the increased price of this staple article
during the past two or three years has
rendered thin part of farming very remunerative; and many of the farmers
are now holding quite a large part of last
year's production, waiting for a still
further advance in price.
The production of oranges in Florida,
peaches in Georgia, strawberries and
other small fruits in the Carolina®, and
tobacco in Virginia, are fast adding to
the wealth of this section. The large
plantations that were owned by comparatively a small number of the population before the war, and worked in an
unremunerative way by slave labor, have
been within the last few years divided up
into small farms, and either sold or let
out to farmers to be worked on shares,
so the result has been, very much more
land is cultivated and worked to much
greater advantage and profit than under
the old order of things; and what is
Btill better, the land is much better cared
for now than then. The people realize
all this and say that nothing could poseibly force the institution of slavery back
in the South.
During the last fifteen years a large
number of cotton factories have been
built, so, I am told, nearly as much cotton is now converted into cloth here as
in the cotton mills of the North. In
this branch of industry this section has
decided advantages over any other, in
of a large part of the cost of
the

saving
transportation, ability to secure cheaper
labor, and in the mildness of the climate.
Consequently more and more of this

business must of necessity be transferred
from the North to the South in years to
:ome.

These factories have given employto a large portion of the population that years ago were worse than useless. To my inquiry of a prominent
sitizen what had become of that class
formerly known as the "poor whites,"
he made answer that a great many of
them were now employed in the cotton
ind other factories, this class of labor
having proved much more reliable than
that of the Negro. So, as far as the
irriter has been able to see, this class,
necessarily made and kept poor by the
nstitution of slavery, has about passed
iway, and given place to a class of workmen that are fast becoming as indue:rious and prospérons as those of the
!iorth.
But what of the Negro? some may ask,
ind in answer to this question, as far as
ment

:he writer's observation has extended,
the condition of the Negro is very much
letter than he had been led to believe,
rhat the Negro race in the South has
presented and still continues to present
political and social
very difficult
problem there can be no doubt, but one
that is finally going to work itself out to
the elevation of the race, and the good
That the
jf the country, we believe.
Negro is socially ostracised, and that he
has scarcely any voice or vote in political
iffairs, there can be no doubt. It is
equally obvious that as a whole the race
ire not yet fitted by education or in any
>ther way to influence safely political
iffairs. They seem to have accepted the
lituation and I am told that in a large
part of the country only a small part
make any attempt to vote or take any
ntecest in political affairs. Consequenty there is but little clashing between
:he whites and the blacks, and they
laugh at the idea of a race war.
The Negro is doing a large part of the
farming, the work on the streets, highways and railroads, trucking in the
jities, also hotel and household service,
[t requires but little to support their
families and they seem able to get that
little, and with that there is at least a
iegree of contentment. Have seen less
>f evident suffering due from poverty
rod destitution among these people than
)ne sees among the poorer classes in our
northern cities.
That the Negro is fast improving his
condition we believe, and even with the
limited advantages he now has to educate his children and to acquire experience and competence, there is going
to be a much greater improvement in the
A generation has only
rears to come.
just passed since the race were liberated
from bondage, and the gain they bave
made during this time gives hope for the
future. We meet Negro men and women
an the street who are as well dressed
rod have as good manners and make as
jood appearance as the whites, and they
are not only employed in the rougher
rod harder pursuits, bnt in those vocations that require skill, as carpenters,
As a class they
masons and plumbers.
ire not called entirely reliable, have not
overcome their natural tendency to steal,
ire not provident to the extent of saving
their earnings; but in all these things
there is an improvement, and that in
time they will make useful citizens is
the expeotation of many of the whites
here.
As we said in the beginning of this
article, we leave the South with a very
strong belief in the future growth and
prosperity of this section of our country,
and that the great mass of our Southern
Journal.
people are now as loyal to the country
There la still left
as we of the North.
some of the "fire eater" element, espeKilling Weeds.
and it is
Weeds will begin to grow this month cially among the older men,
to a large extent
but they are much more easily destroyed their utterances that
and are read in
if taken in season. ▲ thousand weeds get into the newspapers
bnt from nearly every one
so small as to be scarcely seen can be the North;
snoh exkilled with less labor than a dozen that with whom we have talked,
are as loudly condemned by
are four inohee high. Keep the horse pressions
of the people here as thev are
hoe running, the weeder If you have one, the mass
in the North. They acoept the result of
or the light harrow in the potato field,
know that it was settled
and the hand rake among the early peas the war, and
condition is Infiniteand the onion bed. Those weeds are right and that their
better than it ever could have been
taking both fertility and moisture that ly
old oondition of slavery.
the plants need, and like the bad habits under the
Obsbbveb.
they are easily destroyed at their first
beginning but tenacious of life when
STOMACH TROUBLES.
well rooted.
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly reIt seems that in Massachusetts, the spected resident of Falsonla, Miss., was
Infested with the brown-tail sick with stomach trouble for more than
state
■
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HILLS,

Optician.

MORWAY,

OLD CARPETS
ARE VALUABLE

when matte Into UimUome.
versible. HAND MADE

durable,

usually |50 worth each year. Besides,
it takes a great many days of hard work
by the "good" man and his hired man
before we get any of the good things to

And their time at a reasonable
daily wage, counts up a good figure.
Our milk, cream, eggs and fresh meat all
are secured only after many weeks and
months of constant work and care, and
our account book says the oows take at
least one-foarth of our income for feed
not grown on our farm. Then, though
we have not rent to pay, we do have our
taxes, and nearly all farmer* have a
mortgage, with interest, constantly demanding attention. And there is work,
hard and unrelenting, indoor· and ont,
all the time.—L. S. Hardy in Tribune
eat.

re-

RUGS

Entirely new process, any slie and
variety of design. Coats less and will

outwear any rug made.
Call and see sample or send (or booklet M-

NOVELTY RUO CO.,

j«8 Congress Street.
MAINE.
PORTLAND,

Parmer.

uncommonly interesting
longest
article on grafting, which was written moth, a new fungous growth is this seain The New son being found in the nests, and it is
and
Prof.
printed
Waugh
by
20. It hoped with some reason that this may
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- England Homestead, January
cannot be too strougly urged that great prove destructive to the moth and thus
ing year. Correspondence solicited. care be exercised in making a union be- aid
in cheeking the pest Meanwhile
H. D. COLE,
tween scion and stock. Be sure to get hunt the nests closély, for the time for
conolose
in
thfeir destruction will b· over in a very
Bryant's Pond, Me. the inner bark of the scion
ι
few days.
tact with the inner back of the stock.
April nth, 1905.
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months. Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets oured her. She says:
"I can now eat anything I want and am
the proudest woman in the world to
find snoh a good medicine. For sale by
Shurtleff A Co., South Parle; Jone·
six

Drag Store, Oxford; Nojea Drag Store,
Norway.
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The

By

Switchman's

FRANK Η.
SPEARMAN

Story

CopuriQht, 1900, by 8. &
MeClure Co.

SHOCKLEY

nnuuntttittttttuun
Ure winter months, all sand and βπηrather η bad lot, I
putting up schemes to worry
.guess," wrote Bucks to Callahan and the Little Rnsslans The
"^ut * nni
^a^a^an>
IL J.
for this restless gang
eatlsfled of one thing— Jeadquartere
were at Pat Barlle'e place, across from
tliut
run
cau't
yard
βϊ??8Τκ33 you
the poetofflce. It was there that the
with a Sunday school
cowboys loved to congregate. To Cal^Hêmèêèp
superintendent. He lahan Pat Barlle's
place was a wasps'
won't make you any trouble unless be
nest, but to Chris It was a den of
gets to drinking. If that bapiieus, don't
wolves, and of a dreader sort than
have any words with him." Bucks unRussian wolves, for Bertie's pack ηβτderscored three times. "Simply crawl
®
BP Slept,
into a cyclone cellar and wire me.

Jhlne

I TCJ I

I

I

The east and west section men could
away from them on hand cars. It
was the yardmen who caught It, and It
grew so bad they couldn't keep a
switchman. About 10 o'clock at night
after No. 23 had pulled In and they
were distributing a train load of bridge
timber, a switchman's lantern would
go up in signal, when—pletl—a bullet
would knock the lamp clean out of his
band and the nerve clean out of his
head. Handling a light In the Benkle-

Sending you eighteen loads of steel tonight and six cars of ties. Blair reports section 10 ready for track layers
and Mcar's outfit moving into the Pal-

run

Push the stuff to the
isade canyon.
front."
It was getting dark, and Callahan sat
in that part of the Benkleton depot he
called the ofllcc, pulling at a muddy
root that went unaccountably hot in
sudden Hashes, lie took the pipe from
his mouth, leaving his foot on the ta-

and looked at the bowl resentfully,
wondering again If there could be powder in that infernal tobacco of RubeThe mouthpiece he eyed as a
do's.
desperate man might ponder a final

ble,

shift.
The pipe had

originally

come

ton

pipe-you

God's country, with a beautiful amber mouthpiece and a beautiful bowl,
but it was a present from hie sister
and had been bought at a dry goods
store. Once when thinking—or, If you
please, when not thinking—Callahan
had held a lighted match to the beautiful amber mouthpicce instead of to
the tobacco, and in the lire that ensued

they

j

mizer, in happier post-Chrlstmae days
But Callahan had
toilet fixture.
abandoned the use of bay rum after
shaving. His razor had gone to the
scrap, aud on Sunday morning he merely ran a pair of scissors over the high
a

joints—for Callahan

was

railroading—

and on the front.
After losing the mouthpiece be would
have been completely In the air but for
little Chris Oxen. Chris was Callahan's
His name was once
section gang.
Ochsner, but that wasn't In Benkleton.
Callahan was hurried when he made up

the payroll and put it Cxen, as being
I say United
better United States.
States because Callahan said United
States in preference to English.
Chris had been In America only three
years, but he had been In Russia 300
and in that time had learned many
ways of getting something out of nothing. When the red haired dispatcher,
nfter the explosion, cast away with bitterness the remains of the pipe, Chrle
picked it up aud by Judicious action
on the atomizer figured out a new
mouthpiece no worse than the original,
for, whilo the second, like the first was
of rubber, it was not of the explosive

variety.
^uris

preMJiii^u

uie

reuiuuvitru

rwt

to Callnhan as a surprise. Callahan, In
a burst of gratitude, promoted htm on
the spot,
lie made little Chris foreman.
It didn't bring any advance In
pay, but there was the houor. To be
foreman was an honor, and, as little
Chris was the ouly man on the yard
force, he became by promotion foreman
of himself.
So Callahan sat thinking of the Ingenuity of Chris, reflecting on the sting
of construction tobacco and studying
over Bucks' letter.
The yurd was his worry—not that it
was much of a yard: just a dozen runs
off the lc id to take the construction material for Callahan to distribute fast as
the grade was pushed westward. The
trouble at the Benkleton yard came
from without, not from within.
The road was being pushed Into the
cattle country, and It was all easy tiil
they struck Benkleton. Benkleton was
Just a hard knot on the Yellow Grass
trail, a squally, sandy cattle town.
There were some bad men In Benkleton.
They didn't bother often. But
there were some men In Benkleton who
thought they were bad. and these were
a source of constant bedevilment to tbe
railroad men.
Southwest of the yard, where the river breaks sheer into the bottoms, there
hived and still hives a colony of railroad laborers. Russians.
They have
squatted there, burrowed into the face
of the bench like sand swallows and
scraped caves out for themselves, and
tbe name of the place Is Little Russia.
This was in the troublous days when
the cowboys, homesick for evil, wobld
ride around Little Russia with rope
and gun and scare the pioneers cross
eyed. The cattle fellows spent the en-

The season's first cold
may be slight—may yield
to early treatment, but the
next cold will hang on
longer; it will be more
Uη
troublesome, too.
chances
take
to
necessary
on that second one. Scott's
Emulsion is a preventive
as

well

as a

cure.

Take

was

like

never

colds abound and

you'll have no cold. Take it
when the cold is contracted
and it checks inflamma·

Lion, heals the membranes
of the throat and lungs
and drives the cold out.
Send for free **mpte.
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"Chris, what do they give you for
tinkering up the ties?" asked Shockley
one day.

"Dollar an' a half."
"Why don't you take hold of switching with me and get $3?"
First be
Chris was thunderstruck.
said Callahan wouldn't let him, but
Then Chris
Shock ley "guessed yes."
figured. To save the last of the hundred dollars necessary to get the woman and the babies over—It could be
done in three months instead of six If
only Callahan would listen. But whtsi'
Shockley talked Callahan always li
teued, and when he asked for a new
switchman he got blm. And Chris g
bis $3, to him a sum unspeakable
By the time the woman and the chil·
dren arrived in the fall Chris would

have died for Shockley.
The fall that saw the woman and the
stunted subjects of the czar stowed
away under the bench In Little Russia
brought also the cowboys down from
Montana to bait the Russians.
One stormy night, when Chris thought
It was perfectly safe to venture up to
Rubedo's after groceries, the cowboys
caught him and dragged him over to

It

"I don't drink whisky,

Sbockly gently.

partner,"

Μυη. tnats enocicley, is itr
Bat be could "ay little tilings Id a
way to make a mau prick bot all over.
"Yee, that's Shockley. Why?" asked
Callahan, with a dash of acid.
"Nothing, only he's a valuable man.
He's wanted, Shockley Is," Kmiled Λ1fabet Smith, but his smile would freeze

said

"You drldk that whisky or I'll put a
Utile hole iuto you!"
Sbockley readied good naturedly for
the glut», threw the liquor on the floor
and set It Lack on the bur.
"Go on!" said Sbockley. It confuted

tears.
"Look
Callahan took It up short.
bere, Alfabet. Keep off Shockley."

Reynolds.

"A man that'll waste good whisky
oughtn't t* live anyhow," he muttered,
revolver
nervously.
Us
fingering
"You've spoiled my aim. Throw up
your hat." he yelled. "I'll put a hole
through that to begin with."
Instead Sbockley put bis cap back ou

"Why?"

Because you and I will
"Why?
touch, head on, if you don't."
Smith said nothing. lie was used to
that sort. The next time Bucks was
up bis assistant told blm of the Inci-

bis bead.
"Put a bole tbrougb It there," said
be. Reynolds set down bis glass, and
Sbockley waited. It was the cowboy
who hesitated.
"Where's your nerve?" asked the
The gun covered blm
railroad man.

dent
"If he bothers Shockley," Bucks said,
"we'll get his scalp, that's nil. lie'
better look after bis conductors and
leave our men alone."
"I notice Shockley Isn't keeping bis

frogs blocked," contiuued Bucks,

with a flash and a rour.
Reynolds,
whatever his faults, was a shot. Ills
bullet cut cleanly through the crown,
and the powder almost burned Shockley's face. The switchman recovered
himself instantly and, taking oft hi.cap, laughed as he examined the hole.
"Done with me?" he asked evenly,
cap In baud.
Peg Leg «'.rained bis glass before be
spoke. "Get out!" be snapped. The
switchman started on the word for the
front door. When be opened it every-

I said so."
But the frog blocking was not what
Ills push was to
worried Shockley.
keep the yard cltan, for the mouth of
December brought more stuff twice
over than was ever poured Into the
front end yard before. Chris, though,
bad developed into a great switchman,
and the two never let the work get

ahead.

So it came that Little Russia honored
Chris and his Ι»|« pay check above
most men.
Shockley stood tirst in
Little 1'u-aia, then the czar, then Chris,
then Culialiau.
Queen Victoria and
Bismarck might have admirers, but

hour later Reynolds was
sitting back of the stove lu a card
game when a tolce spoke at his ear.
"Get up!"
Reynolds looked around
into α pistol. Behind it stood Shockley, pleasant. "Get up!" be repeated.
Nobody bud sceu him come in. but

Maybe

there he

an

was

and with an

eilver.

they were not in it u^der the bench.
When the Ku*sian holidays came,
iowu In-low. Chris concluded that the
celebration would be merely hollow
without Sh(x*kley, for was not the very

absolutely

Infantile gun, a mere baby gun, in the
yellow light, but it shone like bright

(

existence of Little Ilussia due to him?
All the growth, all the prosperity—
what was it due to? Protection. What
There
j was the protection? Shockley.
were brakemeu who urgued that pro
TT—I—J
tection came from the tariff, but they
never made any converts In Little Itusiia, where the inhabitants could be in·
Juced to vote for president only on the

Reynolds with visible embarrussment
stood up.
"Throw your cannon into the stove,
Reynolds; you won't need it," suggest-

j

(το

.'ace.
"Mr. Callahan?"

"Yes."
"Bucks sent me up to tnke the yard."
"What's your naaie?"
"Shockley."
"Step upstairs. I'll be up In a min-

breathing

Shoekley walked back Into Uie uepoi,
>ut be left the copper balred assistant
luperintendeut uucertaiu as to whether
t was really over, whether Shoekley
md actually arrived or not. As Calaban studied the claimant's Inoffenilve appearance walking away he rath;r thought It couldn't be over or that
3ucks was mistaken. But Bucks nev-

ing.

Pat had a place. The cowboys,
oo, watched him, waiting for his lamp
ο gleam at night down In the yard,
>ut their patience was strained for λ
ong time. Rhockley got all his work
of

Callahan, and

the principle of (be WQtcb·
sd pot, the whole winter went without
ι brush between Shoekley and the cowtrays. Even Peg Leg Reynolds let him
"He's the luckiest fellow on
ilone.
îurth," remarked Callahan one day at
UcCloud in reply to a question from
Bucks about Shoekley. "There hasn't
t shot been fired at him all winter."
"He wasu't always lucky," commented Bucks, signing a batch of letters.
"He came from Chicago." Bucks
"He was
event on after a silence.
twitching there on the Q at the time of
the stockyards riots. Shoekley used to
Irlnk like a pirate. I never knew just

probably

on

Life has cxi ep'.iotml dilHcuities for
lie babies of Arabia, especially for
ihose who are of sulHcicntly high rank
to be brought up according to all the
indent customs of their race. A royal
laiby's first toilet there consists in
tvlnding a bandage about its bi.'y aft;r it has been carefully bathed and per·

fumed.
If the child be a girl, on the seventh
lay of her birth, holes, usually six in
lumber, are pricked in lier ears, and
ivhen she is two months old heavy gold
•Ings are attached to them, to be worn
:broughout lier lifetime except during
periods of mourning for relatives. On
be fortieth day tbe baby's head Is
ihavcd. and the disposal of tbe hair Is
•egarded as a very weighty matter. It

ιιυ

a

good bit quicker, only

for me." suggested
Bbockley mildly. The eow!>oyg put up
a single yell.
Ginger nlc! It wn<* too
"Ginger

ale

funny.

choking with contempt,
the yardmnrter's ginss.
"Fill It with whisky!" he slio'itcd. "Fill
It. Pat!" he repented, as Shackley leaned undecidedly rgninst the bur. The
yardmaster held out the glass and the
Shockley
barkeeper began to pour.
looked nt the liquor a moment, then he
looked at Reynolds, who fronted him
Reynolds,
pointed to

'lied shanty high with a bewildering
irray of material, it was enough to
ake the heart out of a Denver switeh-

enow

uji|iui luiut/.

Drink for once In your life with a man
of breeding—my name's Reynolds. Pat,
set out the Rood bottle—this guy pays,"
exclaimed Peg Leg. wheeling to the
bar.
"Whnt'll It be?" asked I'at Barlle of
Shockley. as he deftly slid κ row of
glasses In front of the men of breed-

made π mistake.
Next morning at 7 the new yardmasCallahan had intimated
er took hold.
hat the night air in the yard, It being
ow land, was miasmatic and that
Jhockley had maybe better try for
twhile to do his switching in the day·
lme. Just before the appointed hour
η the morning the assistant had lookd out on his unlucky yard. He thought
ο himself that If that yard didn't drive
ι man to drink nothing ever would,

A man who flipped a tender like that
not like to go very wrong even In
hat chaos of rails and ties and strlng>rs and coal.
"Now," continued Callahan to himlelf, timidly hopeful, "If the cuss only
loesn't get to drinking!" He watched
ipprebenelvely, dreading the first time
le should see him entering Pat Barlie's
>lace, but Shoekley didn't nppear to

π

"Shockley."
"Shockley?" echoed Reynolds with a
burst of range amenities.
"Well,
Shockley, you can't help your name.

T

vas

ΐΛ·μ

Bteadied himself against the bar.
"Take off your hat before gentlemen,"
cried the cowboy. Shockley hesitated,
but he di l pull off hie cap.
What's your
"That's more like It.
name?"

{ ite."

hrouds, of the Cossack Into the saddle,
>f the yacht into the wind. It was like
ailing down or falling up or falling on
-the grace of a mastery of gravitation
-that was Shockley's swing on the
ootboard of the yard engine as it shot
mortlng past him.
"He's all right," muttered Callahan,
i was enough.

l't'K

"1 reckon maybe you
can.
Try it," be added, pointing the
suggestion with the pistol. Bbockley
looked foolish. He didn't begin tripping soon enough and η bullet from the
cowboy's gun .splintered the baseboard
at his feet.
Shockley attempted to
shuttle. To any one who didn't know
him It looked funny. But Peg Leg was
a rough dancing master and before he
Raid "Enough" an ordinary man would
have dropped exhausted.
Shockley,

ilstant superintendent.
"Out there on the platform talking
ο the conductor."
Tile ^ fellow emerged and headed
Callahan noticed only
or Callahan.
lis light, springy amble and his hatchet

ng crew.
While he stood at the window he saw
heir plug switch engine that had been
Licked out of every other yard on the
ystem wheeze out of the roundhouse,
aw the new yardmaster dirt hie band
it the engineer and swing up on the
ootboard, but the swing—it made Calahan's heart warm to him. Not the
ubberly Jump of the hoboes that bad
vorried the life out of him all summer,
tven when the cattlemen didn't bother,
t was the swing of the sailor into the

was

j

with gun In one hand and red water In
the other.
"Drink !"
Shockley paused, looked again at the
whisky and drew the glass toward him
with the curving band of a drinker.

"You want me to drink this?" he half
l iuglieJ, turning on his baiter.
"I didn't s.iy so, did I? I said drink!"
roared Peg I^'g.
Everybody looked at Shockley. He
st .j\ ling ring the glass quietly. SomeLaw eve.·; bxiy, <'.rtmk or sober, looked
et S!' vltlcy. He glanced around at the
crowû. Other guns were creeping from
lie pushed the glass
tl:c :r Lowers.
I .ark.

sn::i:.:g.

Spring Medicine
when
There ie no other season
medidne is ao much needed

Bprlng.

The blood ii

impoverished—a

good

m in the

impure, weak and
oondition indieeted

by pimple· and other ernptiona on th·
taoe and body, by deficient vitality,
lees of appetite, lack of strength, and
want of animation.

Hood's Sarsa/MirlUa
and Pills

rigorous and
rloh, create appetite, giro vitality,
strength and animation, and rare
all ernptiona. Hare the whole family
begin to take them today.
Make the blood pure,

"Hood's Bersepartlle bet been ued In
tssaily tor eene Une, end always with
good results. Lut spring X was ell ran
town end |et a bottle of It, aa4 as asnel
received greet boeflt." Miss Bavun
4.
Botox, Btowe, Tt
ear

Hood'· tareaparKIn promlaon tB

Mir· ami ha ape thé

promt··.

aurracEftJ

Their Char:··». n:d 1'rrfumea and the
Slt.tiliijr of Head·.

"No."
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BABIES IN ARABIA.

"Shockley."
"Can you dance?"

drew his gun.

that Shockley was running.

issuraace

still'

It was not till the next night, though,
hat a tall, thlnnisb chap, without vlsiJle reasons for alighting, got off 50 and
va Iked tentatively down the platform.
Vt the ticket olhce he asked for the as-

re-

verting to other matters. "That won't
I want every frog in the yard
do.
blocked, and kept blocked, and tell him

body laughed but Sbockley.

Pat Barlie's.
It was 7 when they caught him and
by 0 they had put him through every
ton without showing ever a light. This
that civilization couid suggest.
though tough, could be managed, but pace
Leg
Reynolds, as always, master
Peg
with
io shunt fluts in the yard at night
of ceremonies, then ordered him tied to
io light or to get a switchman willing
the stove. When It was done the cowο play young Tell to Peg Leg Reynolds'
boys got into a big circle for a dance.
SY Illiam for any length of time was
The fur on Chris's coat bad already beAt last Bucks, on whom
m possible.
gun to sizzle, when the front door openhe worry reflected at headquarters
ed. Shockley walked In.
with
Are,
them
would
he
•wore
flght
Straight, In his ambling, hurried way,
ind he sent Shockley. Callahan
be walked past the deserted bar through
be
would
iat speculating on what he
I tbe ring of cowboys at the rear to Chris
ip against when Shockley arrived.
frying against the stove aud began cutThe impression Bucks' letter gave
ting him loose. Through every knot
of
be
to
Bucks
frugal
iliu, knowing
that his knife silt be sent a very loud
rise
would
that
was
Shockley
fvords,
and very bad word, and no sooner had
ap with cartridges in his ears and he freed Chris than be jerked bim by
I
watch
bis
iott le knives dangling from
the collar, as if quarreling with him,
ibaln. To live in fear of the cowboys toward the back door, which was
was one thing, but to live In fear of
bandy, and before the cowboys got
the cowboys on the one hand and In wind be bad shoved blm through It.
:error of a yardmaster on the other
"Hold on there!" cried Peg Leg Reynieemed, all things considered, confus- olds when it was Just too late. Chris
to
new
the
if
got
ally
ng. particularly
was out of It, and Shockley turned
Irinklng and his lire scattered. Just alone.
Barlle's
-hen train 50 whistled. Pat
"All right, partner; what is it?" be
.•orner began to sputter Its salute Cai- asked
amiably.
ahan shifted around behind his bomb"You've got a ripping nerve."
)roof, lit his powderhorn and, looking
"I know it."
lown the line, wondered whether
"What's your name?'
train.
on
that
be
Shockley might

lone bj daylight.
To the surprise

when

smoking

could

would go off.
Cowboys shot away the lamps faster
than requisitions could be drawn for
new ones.
They shot the signals off
the switches and the lights from the
tops of moving trains. Whenever a
Drakeman showed a flicker two cowtoys stood waiting to snuff it If they
uissed the lamp, they winged the
Srakeman. It compelled Bucks after
iwhlle to run trains through Benkle-

from

had hard work to save the depot
Callahan never wrote bis sister about
IIo thought only about buying
it
pines at dry goods stores and about
being, when they exploded, a thousand
miles from the man who sold them.
There was plenty in that to think
about. What he now brought his teeth
reluctantly together on was part of
the rubber tube of a dismantled ato-

yard

the ngnt or it ι understood it was in
brawl.
Anyway, be killed a man
there—shot blm and bad to get away
in a hurry. I was trainmaster. Shockley was a striker, but I'd always found
him decent, and wlien bis wife came to
me about it I helped ber out a little.
She's dead since. His record isn't just
right back there yet. There's something about the shooting hauging orer
him. I never set eyes on the fellow
again till he struck me for a job at
AlcCloud; then 1 sent bim up to you.
lie claimed he'd quit drinking. Guess
he had. Long as lie's behaving himself
I believe in giving him a chance, b'm?"
It really wasn't any longer a case of
giving bim a chance; rather of whether
tlipy coukl get ou without him. Wbcn
the Colorado Pacific began racing us
into Denver that summer it begau to
crowd ev;u Shockley to keep the yard
clean. He saw lie would have to have
a

Peq Lcq danccd
ed Shockley. Reynolds looked around,
There appeared to be 110 hopeful alterThe drop looked very cold,
uative.
Not a cowboy Interposed. Under eonvoy Reynolds stumped over to the
etove and throw in his g;tn, but the

grace of the doing was bad.
"Get up there on the bar and d;:uce.
Hurtle!" urged Shockley. They h. d to
help the confused cowboy up. and when
Le stood, shamefaced, looking down on
the scene of his constant triumphs and
did a painful single foot, marking time
with his peg. the cowboys, who liud
itood their owu share of his bullying,
roared.
Shockley didn't roar; only
stood with busy eyes where he could

nust not lie burned or carelessly
brown away, but burled, thrown Into
he sea or hidden away.
The fortieth day marks a turning po!nt
Heretofore it has
11 the child's life.
nily been k-jcii by few. but now It may
jc seen by anybody and is regarded as
airly launche ! on the tide of existence.
Several charms are attached to its body
"
ι 'or protection against the "evil eye
Everything the child uses is perfumed
Hid covered at night with jasmine
mil before it is used fumigated with
ι ID)her and musk and sprinkled with

ι itiar

THEIR WEAK POINTS.
ι 'be Ken γη and Superatltlona of Sont·
Faiuoua Me·.

All great people have hud their folies, which is another way of sayiug
lint till have their weak |>oiuts. Dr.
oliusou. with all his philosophy, was
lie was
tot without a superstition.
ery careful not to enter u room with
If by any
lis left foot foremost.
huuce he did so he would Immediately
top back and re-euter with his right
oot foremost. lie was terribly a ( raid
f death, too, and would not suffer It
u l«e mentioned in his presence.
Julius Caeftir, to whom the shouts of
bousands of the enemy were but sweet
uuslc, was mortally afraid of the
ouud of thunder and always wanted
t> pet underground to «scape the dread·

any man on demand, not forgetting even I'at Uarlie.
Peg Leg. who had danced so many In
his day. danced, and his roasting gun
sputtered on accompaniment from the
stove; but as Shockley. wbo stood In
front of it, paid no attention to the
fusillade of bullets good form prevented others from dodging. "That'll «Ιο;
get down. Come here. Chris," called
Shockley. Chris Oxen, greatly disturbed, Issued from an obscure corner.
cover

ul noise.
Marshal Saxe, who loved to look
ipon the ranks of opposing armies,
led and screamed lu terror at the sight
f a cat.
Peter the Great could scarcely be
ersuaded to cross a bridge, and whenver he placed his foot ou one be would
ry out with fear. Like the great man
e was, he tried to overcome his weakess, but lie was never able to do so.

"Get dowu on your knees!" exclaimed the yardmaster, Jerking Reynolds
with a chilly twist In front of the fright"Get on your kne»s.
ened
right where I threw your whisky." And
Shockley, crowding Reynolds down to
his humiliation, dropped for the first
time into range civilities himself, and
the shame and the abasement of It

Russian.

very great.
said the yardmaster. with
one restless eye on Reynolds anil one 0:1
everybody else, as he pointed at Chris,
"this man's coat was burnt up. He's
a poor devil, and his money com ·-« ha .I.
Chip In for a new coat. I've nothing
against any man that don't want to
give, but Reynolds must pass the h"'.
were

nul Byron would
ο salt at table, nor
Imself, and if any
rould immediately

"Boys."

Take mine, you coyote."
Nearly everybody contributed as Reynolds went round. Shockley made no
"Count It." he continued
comments.
when the fallen monarch hml finished.
and when the tale was made Shockley
told Pat Barlle to put In as much more
as the cap held, and he did so.
"There, Chris; go home. I don't like
you," added Shockley Insolently, turnIng on Reynolds. "You don't know
This town won't hold
what fun Is.
You can
you and me after tonight.
take It or you can leave It, but the first

time I ever put eyes on you again one
Of us will cash In."
He backed directly toward the front
door and out.
Peg Leg Reynolds took only the night
to decide; next day he hit the trail.
The nervy yardmaster he might have
wiped out If he had stayed, but the disa
grace of kneeling before the dog of
Russian was something never to be
wiped out In the annals of Benkleton.
Peg Leg moved on. and thereafter cow
boys took occasion to stop Shockley π
the street and Jolly him on the way he
did the one legged bully, and the lights
were

shot

no more.

The railroad men swore by the new
yardmaster; the Russians took their
cigarettes from their mouths and
touched their caps when Shockley passCallahan blessed his name, but Ht-

ed;

tie Chris worshiped him.
One day Alfabet Bmlth dropped off
at Benkleton from Omaha headquarters. Alfabet was the only species of
He was the
llaard on the payroll.
weet end spotter. "Who Is that slim

fellow?" he asked of Callahan as
Shockley flew by on the pilot board of
an engine.
"That's Shockley."

of roses.

help any one
would he be helped
salt were spilled he
get up and leave.

never

The Moaqulto'a Stab.
The mosquito's eating apparatus
ousists of a lancet, inclosed In a
ι heath, somewhat on the principle of
| tie instrument used by physicians,
( 'onnccted with this there Is an In·
J pctor for throwing into the wound a
which thins the blood,
( ubtle poison,
j fter which the tluid is drawn up by
« puuip and swallowed by the mosuito. Altogether the mandible of the
<

1 nosquito

is a siugularly complicated
aud well repays microscopic

1 lechanlsm
e tudy.

How Are Yon Heeled V

Mentality Is marked on the heel,
►nly those with pronounced brain abiily have lines there sharply seen. Othrs have them as mere markings. If

here Is a η-t work of small lines upon
be heel, it means great versatility,
'eople who draw, paint, play and dabie in the languages have many heel
ines. A smooth surface of heel dénotée
6 placid, non working brain.
Ambition.

It In the perpetual effort to attain the
ileal that enlarges the whole life. The
noment the ambition begins to wane
r tends to become sordid or selfish the
ndividual begins to shrivel.—Success

ingazine.

A Belated ApoUtf.
Talkwords— Heury. you wart
t alklng In your sleep last night. Hea*
ι y-jPurdon me for Interrupting you.—
ί [mart Set.
Mrs.

Only "» a Last Reaonree.
Lack is a good enough tiling to trust
» after you've done everything else to
nvlte success.—Kansas City Time·.

The sto;ii? ri.:tr,:ene kulvej,
lull itself.—PI utarcii.

but la
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POSTMASTER BOBBED.
BUM.
Ο. W. Fonte, Postmaster at Riverton,
A. Banting and ohildren
mme from G rove ton, Ν. H., Saturday Ik., nearly lost his life and waa robbed
\o visit her parent·, Mr and Mr·. F. S. of all comfort, according to bi· letter,
Chandler, before going to Richmond, wblcb «ays: "For 20 yeara I bad chronic
which led to auch a sejuebec, where Mr. Banting bee been liver complaint,
vere caae of jaundice that even my finger
itationed a* agent for the G. T. R.
Mr. J. H. O'Connor went to Groveton nails turned yellow; when my doctor
Monday to take charge of the station prescribed Electric Bitters; which cured
me and have kept me well for eleven
there.
Rev. C. N. Gleaèon attended the E. O. years." Sure cure for Biliousness, NeuL. U. at Mechanic Falls Tuesday and ralgia, Weakness and all Stomach, Liver,
Kidney and Bladder derangements. A
Wednesday.
The Bridgton Academy team were wonderful Tonic. At F. A. Shurtleff A
victorious at the ball game with the Co.'s Drug Store. 60 cents.
Qould Academy boys last Saturday.
After a trial lasting a week, John C.
Monday evening the Bethel Library
was on Wednesday convicted
Association held the annual meeting for Maloney
of
manslaughter iù court at Rockland.
the election of officers. New books will
of the crime was Mrs. Annie
The
victim
ιοοη be added.
his father's sister-in-law and
Mrs. Carver of Augusta is visiting her Bishop,
Maloney was sentenced
laughter who is assistant in the housekeeper.
to eight yeara in etate prison. A motion
icademy.
for a new trial has been filed, on account
Miss El'a Chandler of Norway has
the fact that a portion of the testibeen calling upon friends in Bethel the of
mony was read to the jury, at their repast week.
in the absence of the defendant's
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. held its an- quest,
counsel.
nual meeting for election of officers:
Presldeht—Mrs. Ο. M. Mason.
FORTUNATE MISSOURIANS.'
Vice-Presidents—Mrs. Fannie Blsbee, Mrs.
Fannie Barton. Mrs. A. M. Clark.
"When I was a druggist, at Livonia,

BtMhM.
Wwt Paris.
Β. ▲. Hutchinson la steadily Mining.
The improvement· and increasing buaiM lu Flora Spauldlng puua away
eee at the die-block mill of Irtah Bros.
Irish ι iter η brief lllneea on Tuesday. Wm.
:
Co. merit spécial mention.
(
!.
the
were
Iros. at Buckfleld
Spauldlng of Cariboo, η brother of
promoter·
f this enterprise as an enlargement of t be deceased, arrived Wednesday.
Mr·. Gilbert Tilton la improving under
heir same business at Bnokfleld. About
be care of a trained nurse, Miaa Goldie
!olea, from Canton. If it were not for
Tardwell, were installed hereio manage- t be great kindneaa of Sarah Barrett and
lent of this branch of the business with 1 Ira. A. F. Tilton of Auburn, onr houae
partnership interest in the company, rould bave been deatitute of a cook,
"rom the first the industry has prosper- ] lot a woman to be found.
We met our old friend Tbomaa Stevens,
d, and has increased to more than three
He tella
mes its former capacity. When the ( f Sumner, a few daja aince.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Pivia HUL

Μη. W.

!

nwtStptUt Church, Ββτ. Κ. ο. Taylor, pastor

KS?«hsPbHH
"day of toe month at î30 r. u. All not
Aerwlae connected are cordially Invited.
3antUy 801,001 eTery

iî T*^P?rchwd»
building used

mall

there was but one

as a

dryer with a

ae his head troublea him considerably,
i le ia one of the charmed circle of
Two have
t wenty-eightera.

recently
ipacity of ten thousand feet of lumber,
•aased away—Carlton Gardner and WllWM ***** whicl*
Brother
»rd
Maaon—while
Stevena, Wm.
ould hold 12000 feet and this year aner·.
ther building 20 χ 40 has been erected,
tobiuaon, and myaelf are faat loalng our
Job Ριπτπ* —New type, fut presse·, steam ;
artitloned to make two dryers each with 1 Lold on earthly thinga.
|H)wer, experienced workmen and low prices
New Century Pomona met with Buck2000 feet capaoity. This spring a 50combine to make this department of oar bust-11
9. A good attendance
aess complete and popular.
orsepower boiler has been installed and 1 Leld Grange May
ie entire plant will be fitted with steam ι nd thirteen granges were represented,
A good claaa
eat. More new machines will also be ι nd Oxford Pomona.
Coming Event·.
dded. In the main building a business I ook the fifth degree. Prof. Bateman
in
up ^ year, and the en- c leiivered hia lecture on the Loat Arte
j fficemill
TSf
May 22, 23.—County convention of W. C. Τ. U.,|1 re invited.
We were denied the
from a I he afternoon.
ire
electricity
by
lighted
Rum ford Falls.
Mrs. M. B. Wright of Cambridge,
The ileaeure of bearing it by reason of poor
June 5.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Albany.
ynamo located in the building.
lass., arrived last week and opened the I lacksmith
lealth.
was also fitted up and
shop
immer home here.
Messrs. Stevens and Rollina of Auburn
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
1 nproved. Formerly but two or three
from
home
Newton Cummings is at
I r ιβη were usually employed. There are ι rere in town Tueaday, and bought the
or t laud.
Blue Stores.
ow seven men working for this com- < >ld hand tub which the corporation
A large, new, fine looking barn bas 11
The Thomas Smiley Waists.
any with a prospect that it will be in- 1 •ought of Auburn a few yeara age.
I
is
and
Rubber Blankets and Carriage Boots.
form
iken
rapidly progressing c reased to a dozen or more. Our village
Commissioner Oilman haa delegated
The «real Department Store.
'ward completion under the direction
for its prosperity upon the 1 Γ. P. DeCoster to look out for the brownAll Mixed Vp.
*
f George K. Hammond at Mr. Case's I dependent of all these
if any
I c ontinuance
prosperous in- t ail in this vicinity, and identify
Meeting of State Assessor».
ong Look Farm.
® ustries, and we heartily wish these ι re supposed to be found.
Probate Notices.
Bennett and Elmer W. Cum
G.
A.
the
done
about
must
be
Something
e nergetic young men increasing success.
Appointment of Administrator
lings were at home from the University
Health in Paris.
The West Paris Public Library Asso- reatber. We are hankering to get out.
No Excuse for Catarrh.
f Maine over Sunday.
iation held its annual business meeting I lartford and Greenwood were formerly
South Paris Fruit Co.
Mrs. M. C. Snow has returned to Paris Ic
Teachers.
1 londay evening, May 7th, at the home ( m the weather board. Have they rehere.
home
her
[ill and opened
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
A good num- s igned?
1 f Mrs. David Emmons.
We Will Start You.
Joseph B. Cole has greatly improved 1 «r were present, and a new interest
Pasturage.
is residence by the addition of a front
I \ ras manifest in developing and improvMrs. Lovina Bangs Murdoch, accomtazza.
□g the library and increasing the mem- ' tanied by her sister, Mrs. Emily Sayers,
Republican State Convention.
B. Eastman's anew roof winA'Η.
the
association.
In I
of
heM
'
Something
be
will
convention
terohip
state
A Republican
>f Illinois, left her home for the West
other improvements are in
ow and
Port'and. Wednesday, June 37, 1906
1ι ver 500 volumes are now in the library ! Wednesday afternoon expecting to reach
City Hall.
at 10:30 o'clock a. M.. for the purpose of noml-1 rogress.
1 rith a little fund of nearly $40 in the
Rev. Howard A. Clifford, superintendnatlng a candidate for Governor to be suppjrted
! heir destination in Illinois Friday. Mrs.
reaeury, which it is hoped may be rfurdock will be greatly missed in a
at the September election, ami transacting anv
nt of schools, and Rev. Ε. O. Taylor
for»·
It.
be
Officers elected
increased.
other business that may properly
she bas spent all
and instructive ad-11 □aterially
ave interesting
! leighborhood where
Tne basis of representation will be as follows
' or the ensuing year were as follows:
She is now paat80 years of
1er life.
Each city, town and plantation wtll be entitled
ressea on "Mount Vesuvius," illustrâtfor
E.
Looke
Elva
75
votes
cast
PrceMent—Mrs.
to one delegate; and for each
< ige, and is quite feeble.
d by photographs, before the schools in
in 1904
Vlce-Pre».—Mr. Luther M. Irish.
the Republican candidate for Governor
Mrs. A. C. Haley of Lisbon Falls spent
of 40
Ins village last week. Both clergymen
'•ecreiary—Jennie M. Brown.
an additional delegate; and f >r a fraction
ast Sabbath with ber friends and former
votes In excess of 74 votes, a further addiave visited the volcano and speak from I Treasurer—Kuth A. Tucker.
of
S.
T.
White
tn
the
Librarian—lire.
Vacaucles
delegation
tional delegate.
Rev. A. W. Pottle, and wife. She
personal observation.
can onlv be tilled
«ook purchjwlu* cora.-Mrf·. Elva E. Locke. pastor,
any city, town or plantation
returned Monday
same Saturday and
•Ire. David Emmona. Mrs. L. C Bate» Mr
by residents of the county In which the vacancy
Greenwood.
K.
8hurtleff!
Mr.
Arthur
tfternoon. Mrs. Haley for many years
carence G. Morton,
exists.
—

The State Couuu ttee will be In session in the
reception room of the hall at 9:30 a. m. of the dav
of the couveution, for the purpose of receiving
credentials of delegates. l\i order to be eligible
to participate In the convention, delegates must
be el· cted sub e<iueul to date of the call for this

The residents on Lincoln Street have
iised money for the purpose of cleaning
ρ and beautifying the street during the
Messrs. L. B. Merrill, J.
miner.
ierce and H. L. Scribner are to have
liarge of the matter and Mr. P. E. Shaw
as been engaged to do the work.
The Ladies' Universalist Circle will
leet with Mrs. 0. A. Thayer next
hursday afternoon at 2 o'clock. All

Mt./TfJ^^J?ryer

It is seldom that the roads thaw out This committee request that members of
bad shape in the spring of the year ;be library and all those interested reHere it is the 10th port to tbem any books which are cous they are to-day.
>f May and still there are places where riered desirable to add to the library
was
committee
executive
he trust ie Dot yet out of the ground on list. An
convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their po'ltlrsl
account of the cold backward weather, ilectedas follows:—Mr. C. G. Morton
tn
the
believe
who
tieen,
bave
affiliations may
ind the frequent cold rains, though Dr. F Ε. Wheeler, Mr. L. C. Bates,
policy of the Kepubllcan
general prtuclplesItsanil
success at the polls In the
iiiht, make it as one person expresses Ruth A. Tucker, Mrs. Η. H. Ward well.
party and desire
Inare
cordially
coming etectlou In this state,
t, "mud here, mud there, and mud al- Social committee:—Mrs. C. G. Morton
vited to unite under this call In electlog delen»st everywhere." It is easy to talk Mrs. F. E. Wheeler, Mrs. L. M.
gates to the convention. State
ibout good roads, but quite another Mr. Η. H. Ward well. The president
Committee,
Per order, Republican
SfcTtt M Carikk, Chairman.
was authorized to fill any vacancy in
hing to keep them so.
Byron Boti>. Secretary.
The first swallows showed up here this committee.
Lewlstoe, April 20, 19M>.
The last meeting of the Good Will
>aturday, and we hope it will soon get
hold with Mrs. F. Η
was
*arm enough to prevent their getting
"
I Society
I'u 1er this call, there will be a total of 1*^1
Packard.
delegates in the convention. Oxford Countv Is 1 loniesick.
first wlfe died Jan.
Mrs. George Chadbourne of North
entitled to 88, as follows
*«.,
1H01; funeral conducted by Frank Bridgton has been visiting Mrs. Elva Ε
1 i Norway,
Albany,
2
Oxford,
Andover.
Andrews; divine services by Rev. Seth Locke for a week or more. Mrs. Chad3
Paris,
Bethel,
Benson; remains buried on Rowe Hill bourne is an aunt to Mra. Locke.
3
Peru.
Krownlleld,
Mrs. C. S. Bacon has their vegetable
His third wife died May 4, 1906; funeral
2
Porter,
BuckHeld,
1
Roxbury,
conducted by Alfred Andrews; divine and fruit store attractively arranged, and
Byron.
2
Ruoifon'l,
Canton,
seivices by Rev. Seth Benson; remains has several shelves extending along the
1
Stoneham,
Denmark,
buried at Bryaut's Pond. The third side of the room filled with jars of ber4
Stow,
Dixtle 1,
3
Sumner,
wife was a good Christian woman, bad I ries, fruit, etc., of her own making
Frveburg,
1
Sweden,
Ulleal,
and leaves one which look most appetizing. They have
one husband
1
Uuton,
Urafton,
brother aud three sisters, but no children all kinds of green stuff for the table and
H aterford,
2
Greenwood,
j will market the various berries and fruits
1
Woodstock,
to mourn the loss of a mother.
Hanover.
2
Hartford,
Ernest Brooke went to work in
in their season.
PLANTATIONS:
2
Hebron,
H. R. Tuell is repainting his house.
mouth in February and came home to
2
Lincoln,
Hiram,
He
funeral.
his
The annual meeting of the Free BapS
attend
Magalloway,
Lovell,
grandmother's
1
Milton,
Mason,
is at work in a bakery and his health is tist Sunday School was held
Sunday,
4
Mexico,
the best it has been for years. His May β. The reports of the secretary and
1
Total,
Newry,
older brother, Henry Brooks, went to treasurer were remarkably good for the
work in Fryebug about a year ago, and size of the school. The following officers
□ so

I

I

Irish',

Br00.k·'

I

I

juried

Yar-1

I

Second District Republican
Convention.

The Second District Republican convention will
lie held In City Hall, l.ewlston, Maine. Tuesday,
June *!, 1906, at 1 o'clock, P. M., for the purpose
of nominating a candidate for congress to be
vote·! for at the September election.
To select a district committee anil transact any
other business that may properly come before It.
The basis of representation will be as follows
Kach city, town an·I plantation will be entitle·!
to one delegate, an«l for each 7S vote· cast for the
Republican candidate for governor In W4 an
additional delegate, anil for a fraction of 4·' votes
\ acan
In excess of 75 an additional delegate.
cles In the delegation of any city, town or
of the
a
replient
filled
tation can only be
county hi which the vacancy exists.
The District committee will be In session in
the reception room of the hall at U o'clock, a. m..
on the morning of the convention for the purpose of receiving the credential# of the delegates.
Delegates In or 1er to be eligible to participate
In the convention must be elected subsequent to
the date of the call for this convention.
The chairmen of the various delegations are
requested to forward a full list of the delegates
and alternates to the secretary of the District
commtttee. J W. Brackett, Phillips, a» soon as
they are chosen on duplicate blanks to be furnished for that purpose.
I'er order Republican District Committee.
Pr«d W. Wight, Rockland, chairman.
J. W. Brackett. Phillips, secretary.
A. D. Cornish, Lewiston.
A. E. Stearns, Rum ford Kails.
Eugene Thomas, Topsham.
R C. Reed. Damartscotta.
Rockland, Maine, May 3, 1906.

by

plan-

Republican County Convention.

Republican voters of the County of Oxford. In the State of Maine, are requested to
The

returned home yesterday accompanied
by a very pretty young lady, whom he

introduced as his wife.
remain with his parents
The mice did a good
last winter, and are said
ed a large number of
young

apple trees.

lHtiti,

Superintendent—Clarence G. Morton
leet. Supt.—Mrs. θ. T. Wh'te.
Sec &d<1 Treas.—M re. A. D. Coburn.
Librarian—Luc/ Everett.
Supt. of Home Dept.—Ella 7.. Berry.
Supt. of Cradle Roll—Mra. 8. T. White
Organist— Ella Ζ Berry.

Mayhew
I among those
who
John

and E. R. Davis are
have had a run of the

measlws.
Miss Clara Paine, who has spent the
winter here with her friend, Mrs. P. J.
Miles, returned Tuesday of last week to
her home in Brainerd, Minnesota. She
was accompanied by Mrs. Miles, who has
also gone to the same town to visit her
parents for two months or more. MiMiles will board at the Maple House durWest Sumner.
ing the absence of Mrs. Miles.
At the recent meeting of the Pleasant
Mrs. Bert Day is visiting in Boston
Pond Cemetery Association the follow- and vicinity.
ing officers were chosen:

their summer's work.
Cattle are again in the pasture and no
doubt what little feed they get is sweet
to the taste.
Wesley Ring of West Paris is about
moving on to the Harry Cole place
which lie bought a few weeks ago.

President—Geo. E. Pulslfer.
Secretary—Geo. A. Chan· Her.
Treasurer—O. G. Chandler.
Director»—George Clark, W.T. Bin bee, H.

Mexico.

T.

Heath.
Sexton—Κ G. Doble.
The cemetery fence is being repaired and
painted and other needed improvements
are beiug made.
John Foster, who has been doing
carpenter work for Freeman Farrar, has
finished hie job. Mr. Foster and family
have returned to their home at Bryant
Pond.
Mrs. Hezekiah Farrar of West Paris is
visiting Mrs. K. P. Bowker.
E. £. Field and family of North Paris
spent Sunday with Mrs. Field's aunt,
Mrs. K. G. Small.
Al Thaïes, who has been at work at
Livermore, has returned home.
Charles Burbank and wife of Conway,
Χ. II., are holding a series of entertainments here. Mrs. Burbank is a graceful
performer and a good contralto singer.
Mr. Burbank can sing a ooon song with
tine effect and is a trick player on the

Lothrop has an abscess on one
lingers which has caused him a
suffering. Drs. Caldwell
operated on hie finger
Sunday. Although hie hand and arm
badly swollen he is slowly improving.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mitchell, after
James W. McKeen.
spending the winter here, have returned
James W. McKeeu of Groveton, Ν. H., to their home in Hebron.
died Monday morning, May 7, after a
long illness. About a year ago Mr.
Oxford.
McKeen's health began to fail, and the
The entertainment given by the high
last few weeks of his life he was a great
school on Friday evening, May 4tb, at
sufferer. Mr. McKeen was 00 years of
Robinson Hall was very successful.
age. He went to Grovetoo from Lovell, The
principal, Mr. £. H. Pratt, has been
Me., :ki years ago, two years after which
in bis efforts. The brass band,
he married Mrs. Hannah Wilkinson and unsparing
the members of which are students, is
took the management of the store in
said to be the only high school band in
which he has been located since. At the
the state. The following programme
oldest
was
the
death
he
of
his
time
was presented :
merchant in town doing business. He
Edwards and Stone's Orchestra.
Overture
was a man who had many friends and
Frod Glover.
Vlo'lu nolo
was always a friend to the poor, always Farce
"Billy's Mlehips."
Oxford High School Hand.
giving a helping hand, and will be great- Music.
ly missed in the community. Clark Vocal duet, "Oh. That We Two were Maying."
Stevens Poet, G. A. R., of which Mr.
Ml*·» Margaret Walker, Mise Ida P. Stone.
McKeen was a member, and the Relief Heading,"Letter» ot a Diplomat,"
.....Miss Nellie Haye».
Corps, attended the funeral on Tuesday Male quartette.
in a body. All places of business in the
George H. Jone», Ε. H. Pratt,
Le land Stone. Rev. Frederick Newport.
town were closed, and there was a very
Myron W. Bennett.
attendance at the funeral. Mr. Reading

Mrs. Vesta A. Brown is quite ill. Her
daughter at Seareport has been sent for.
Anthony Turcotte has sold his block
on Osgood Avenue to a man who is putting an additional story on it.
Δ. E. Small has a cottage well along
and is going to build another, both
fronting on Roxbury Street juot above
the Harlow Hill road.
Albert D. Park and wife were here
Tuesday. While here Ur. Park sold at
auction the personal property belonging
to the eetate of the late David 0. Gleason. Herbert O. G lean ο η and Chester Oldham from Avon, who had been here a
week repairing the buildiugs on that
estate, return to Avon Wednesday. Mr.
Glea*on's widow star'ed Friday the 11th
inst. for Harrison, Me., where she has a
sis'er. She regards her move from
Mexico as closing her residence here,
but she has not determined where she
will permanently locate.
A recent wind leveled the barn connected with Clark Houston's house.
Road Commissioner Virgin has lowered the grade of the road to Roxbury,
beyond the Harlow Hill road, several
feet, and for several rods has covered the
ground with coal ashes, making an improvement worthy of notice.
Quiet work is being done by the
friends of the candidates seeking the
nomination for representative in the
legislature. The two prominently namfor the position are Elwin H.
ed
Gleason and R. L. Taylor, both men
well qualified for the duties of a representative.
Mrs. L. H. Reed's father, John Saunders, of Livermore, is quite ill.

Joseph Watson has sold his house.
buy a lot and build an-

Ho proposes to
other.

North Stoneluun.
Jennie Lawrence is at work for Mrs.

John Adams.

Barker and two daughters,
Myrtle and Bessie, from South Paris,
Walton

visited at H. B. McKeen's and Wm.
Gammon's Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Ralph Adams and two children
are staying at Dennis Adams'.
W. C. Barker went to Lovell Sunday
to get his colt. He will pasture it at

Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer, now of Grayeville, Mo.," three of my customers were
permanently cured of consumption by
Dr. King's New Discovery, and are well
One was trying to
and strong to-day.
sell his property and move to Arizona,
but after using New Discovery a short
time he found it unnecessary to do so. I
regard Dr. King's New Discovery as the
roost wonderful medicine in existence."
Surest Cough and Cold cure and Throat
healer. Guaranteed by F. A.
weeks' illness and the funeral was held and Lung
Shurtleff ά Co., druggists. 50c. and 91.
at the home of her brother, where she
I Trial bottle free.
has been most tenderly cared for.
Thursday a pleasant wedding took
place at the home of Mrs. Ο. M. Mason,
when Mr. Harold Fobes of Portland and

Miss Lillian Brown were united Id marriage by Rev. F. E. Barton. Mrs. Fobes
formerly was a student and teacher in

Bethel and her many friends will wish
ber many happy years.
Thursday afternoon "The Professionals" played with the Gould Academy
base ball team and were victorious.
Professionals" comprised our
"The
young business men, doctors, our editor,
and others who are or have been skilled
in the game.
Building has begun on the News
office to give room for the addition to
the plant.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Mason were here
to attend the Fobes-Brown wedding.

bas been a prominent and successful
music teacher, and now has large classes.
Buckfield has just securcd a new road
machine—the "Buckeye"—and is now
using it with good results on the village
streets. It does the work all right.
Fifty volumos of booke bave been addAt the annual meeting of the Unied recently to the Methodist Sunday versal 1st
parish held recently it was
School library, the gift of the South voted to extend a call to the present
Paris Methodist Sunday School.
pastor, Rev. A. D. Colson, to remain
Needed repairs in both the Baptist and with the parish and an increase of $100
Methodist parsonages are being made, was voted on his salary. The financial
and so are keeping in touch with the
report showed an excellent condition to
march of improvement everywhere mani- exiet with funds enough available to
fest in the village.
the end
pay the salary of the pastor to
of the ministerial year, June 1st. By
Pond.
Bryant's
the persistent and energetic efforts of
Prof. L. C. Bateman of Auburn will the pastor. Mr. Colson, some over $000
be the orator here on Memorial Day. has been raieed for the purpose of reThe Bryant's Pond Band will be in at- pairing and renovating the church editendance throughout the services.
fice which badly needed it. Already
A. W. Greeley, the Portland milkman, workmen are engaged in putting up a
was in town Wednesday calling on his new steel ceiling, the contract having
customers.
been let to A. L. Α E. F. Goes of LewisPrank Reynold's vaudeville circus will ton. The interior of the church will be
exhibit here May 14.
newly papered and painted and a new
William Morse has sold his stand at carpet has been ordered. The church
the upper end of the village to Reuben will be reehingled and other needed reWhitman.
pairs made. Eaeter there were seven
The measles seem to have a good hold new members added to the church roll
in our town this spring. A number of and others are intending to unite soon.
cases are reported at North Woodstock. Although the parish is small and several
J. A. Titus has returned from a visit prominent members have died within a
to Monmouth, where he was called by few years, yet there are still good workthe iiiuess of his father.
ers and interested and devoted members
Mrs. Charles N. Walker of Harrison is who give of their time and money
visiting relatives and friends here.
liberally. The pastor, Mr. Colson, is a
The degree team and other members hard worker and devotee himself tc
Fraternal
of
Lodge visited their every branch of the church work with
brethren at Hanover Saturday night.
untiring persistency. The officers electO. C. Houghton, who came from Wor- ed for the ensuing year are as follows:
cester last week to attend the funeral of
Moderator—J. H. Barrowe.
Clerk—A. W. tirover.
his brother, returned home Monday.
D. S. Hastings.
Treasurer—Mrs.
A. M. Chase contemplates making
Assessors—E. C. Rowe, O. R. Wiley, Sctli
some changes in his house and stable Walker and E. C- Park
the present summer. The bouse and
North-Parts.
stable will both be enlarged.
Ransom Cummings is very sick with
Mrs. Jane Robbins is on the sick list,
symptoms of pneumonia. Dr. Twaddle Dr. Wheeler attends her.
of Bethel is attending him. Clarence
Clayton Churchill has been appointed
Perhara's little girl is also sick with librarian of the Prentiss Library.
Thomas Hollis has moved to the W
pneumonia.
Thomas J. Andrews has so far re- E. Curtis farm which he recently pur
covered from an attack of paralysis as to chased.
be out again.
Mrs. Ernest Mason gave birth to a boj
Lesmore Currier and Ε. H. Cole are on baby May β, weight 0 1-2 pounds.
It
a fishing trip to Lovell this week.
Francis Littlehale found a gray equir
may be that some stalwart fish will be rel and six young ones recently which
taken from Bryant's Pond a little later. he captured.
The summer cottagers will soon reC. B. Benson, George Noyes and Ε. E.
turn. The Manger family are expected Field have each bought a yoke of oxen
soon. The Halls and Wiskes with the
C. Churchill is collecting cream foi
Kinsmans will arrive the first of June.
the Turner factory and Will Grovei
hauls it to Biickfield.
is
East Sumner.
Littlehale
Albert
convalescing
The remains of Sidney S. Monk were rapidly.
in th<
suckers
few
are
There
very
brought from Rockland, Mass., to East
Sumner for burial on Thursday, accom- brooks this spring.
A cold backward spring.
panied by his eon, Ernest. Mr. Monk
He
was for many years a resident here.
East Bethel.
was a member of Capt. Prince's comFarmers have begun working theii
several
left
He
23d
Maine.
pany, C,
wet and frosty in manj
children scattered in various places in land, but find It
His wife places.
Massachusetts.
Maine and
Hanging Maybaskete seems to be a
died several years ago at East Sumner.
great enjoyment for the young people.
Mrs. Etta Bean ie having her house reWilson's Mills.
S. W. Bennett, who has been at Nor- painted.
Mr. Will Perham is working for Δ. W
way through the winter, came home Bartlett on the farm.
Friday and started on the I. P. Co.'·
Mr. F. B. Howe loaded a car of pota
drive Saturday.
toes at Locke's Mills last week.
The rear of the I. P. Co.'s drive went
Mr. H. K. Bartlett has a crew of men
past here Saturday, J. W. York taking digging clay preparatory for making a
charge; Geo. Trott, clerk; A. W. Lin- large kiln of brick.
nell, cook.
Mr. J. Martin of Rumford and Mr. A,
Iva, little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Coffin of Bryant Pond have been inter
with
ill
Peter Littlehale, is dangerously
viewing the farmers in the interest ol
pneumonia. Dr. Hight of Milan is in swoet corn planting.
attendance.
Lovell.
Alden Farnham, landlord of the Azis·
coos House, has gone to Canaan, Vt.
A party from Haverhill, Mass., wen
at Hotel Kezar Wednesday and Thurs
Brownfleld.
day. They caught six salmon weighing
each.
Mrs. I. M. Linscott and Master Paul from six to thirteen pounds
Β. E. Brown and wife were in Portland
have returned to their home after spending a number of weeks visiting friends
and Miss Lizzie NichoU
in Massachusetts.
at theii
Mr. Burnell has rented the house for- have arrived from Massachusetts
Artliui
summer home at West Lovell.
merly occupied by Mr. Cousins.
been there a week making
Papering and painting seems to be the Nicholsforhas
the summer.
principal business in this village at ready
John Evans of Sweden is at work foi
present. Mr. Gould has a good share of S. L.
Plummer, and Charles Rose for G
the work.
Mrs. J. Bean is having her house on W. Walker.
A. A. Stearns has Hold one liorae to
the plain· finished.
and one to W. H
Rents are very scarce just now in this James R. Brackett
Smith.
part of the town.
A party of five men in charge of Ο. Ε
Miss Mary Wentworth, who has been
Andrews are setting the poles of th«
eick a long time, is much better.
Fryeburg citizens line, and those of th<
Weet Lovell line are nearly all set, tht
Hiram.
work in charge of Alexander La Roque
Mies Etta Starbird has gone to Portland to have a surgical operation perNorthwest Bethel.

^Mrs^Nichols

formed.

David Keniston's.
Born and died on May 1st twin daughBand.
Linwood Sawyer and wife from Lovell
Male Quartette.
ters to the wife of Fulton Babb.
C.
and
J.
Mr.
Mrs.
his
visited
parents,
Carl Skllllngs Brtgge.
Mr. James Beals, who has boarded a
from Lee Mberables,
Reading,
Sawyer, Saturday and Sunday.
at James H. Ridlon's bouse, lost a
Miss Blanche Lord.
In Stoneham, May 3d, to the wife of year
Male Quartette.
sister in the San Francisco calamity.
Music,
a
John
Adams,
Band.
daughter.
Music,
Mr. Isaac S. Lowell has gone to West
Carl Skllllngs Brlggs.
Violin solo
Baldwin to take charge of Nathan SanBand.
Music.
Hebron.
born's saw mill.
Daphne, The Mint Maiden, a Greek drill by
Mies Mary Thompson, who has been
Mi«ses Margaret Walker, Florence
On May 4th Mr. and Mrs. Charles CotKaton Stella M. Wilson, Jessie M.
Fred
Mrs.
her
Sturtevant,
sister,
visiting
ton went to West Baldwin to the golden
Kay. rte va L Wl'son, Angle Thayer, returned to Portland
Monday.
followed by statue poses.
wedding of Mrs. Cotton's parents, Mr.
Male Quartette.
Tuesday evening the ladies' circlo and Mrs. James Lombard. A very
Mr. and Mrs. Grover of Bethel have held an apron and food sale which was pleasant occasion is reported, It being
been visiting their daughter, Mrs. £. H. well attended. 127 was cleared.
also regarded as the annual reunion of
Mrs. Joseph Hibbs is visiting relatives the Lombard family.
Pratt.
Mr. James Glover has received word in Auburn.
Mrs. Francena Douglass bas a position
Mr. and Mrs. Bridgham of Mechanic as
from his brother in San Francisco that
housekeeper in Somereworth, Ν. H.,
E.
Mrs.
he and his family were not injured by Falls are visiting their daughter,
her husband, Mr. Wm. H. Douglass,
Glover.
the disaster, although the fire was on M.
having died in April.
Herbert Bowman has bought a piece
three sides of the house in which he
The Republican nomination for repreIs
it
Stearns
and
of
H.
K.
of
land
setting
lived. After remaining on the hills two
sentative is baiting between Mr. Ezra
tree·.
to
fruit
out
W. Bosworth and Mr. Asa B. Kimball.
days and nights they returned to find it
Apple blossom buds are showing quite
standing unharmed and not even a dish
who
does
Bum
Mason.
Mr.
Varen
pus
broken.
plainly.
Rev. Mr. Newport was called to grafting and trimming says that the
Austin Hutchinson was in town the
officiate at the funeral of Mrs. Canwell Buds have not been injured by the warm past week.
of Welchville, who died of pneumonia weather during winter.
Mrs. W. H. Mason is visiting ber
Wednesday evening Mr. Oldys, nat- daughter, Mrs. Georgia Cushing.
on May 4th.
a
Mr. Buzzell and family are moving to uralist of Washington, D. C., gave
Fred Hutchinson is visiting at Ervin
Mr. Wilson will move into very entertaining lecture on birds.
Auburn.
Hutchinson's.
Morris
Mr.
On Thursday evening
the rent they vaeate. M. Qulnn will
G. M. R >lfe has been sawing wood for
move into the house in whiob Mr. Wil- ipoke before the students on the revival Archie Hutchinson and the Mills boys
of
a
is
native
Morris
in
Wale·.
Mr.
his
Frank
Martin
into
ιοη lived and
with his engine.
Wales and was there during the revival.
bouse which was rented to M. Quinn.
Fred Ordway wm in town Tuesday.
Mrs. Dawes, who has been spending He was liitened to with great interest by
George H. Mills of Worcester, Mass.,
with her son, Walter til who were fortunate enough to be was in town the 9th, also W. D. Mills of
tome months
present.
West Bethel.
!>awes, in Auburn, has returned.
Wilfred Perkins has bought the bakery
( >f Wo. Boyd.
Byron.
M. Cushing is working
Dickvale.
'or him.
Bncksin Sam, on his return from BosThe funeral service· of Mary J. Andrew· occurred at the
Otb, ton, spent several days in town visiting
Musis

widow, three sons and Music.
daughter, three step-sons and one Violin m>:oSelection

McKeen leaves

one

I

mencing

banjo.

large

I were elected:

destroy-1

» caterpillars have commenced
building their tents preparatory to com-

In convention at the Court House at South
Paris on Thursday, the :«th day of June, A. D.
at 10:30 o'clock In the forenoon, for the purpose of nominating candidates for the following
county officers, to i>e supported at the September
election, to wit : Senator, Clerk of Courts, County
Treasurer, County Attorney, Register of l»eeds.
Register of Dee-Is for Western District, one
County Commissioner, and Sheriff. Also to
choo'e a Republican County Committee for the
years ISO" and 1906.
The basis of representation will be as follows :
Each town and plantation organize 1 for election
purposes will be entitled to one delegate, and for
each 70 votes cast for the Republican candidate
for liovernor in 1904 an additional delegate, and
for a fraction of to votes in excess of 7S votes an
aildltlonal delegate.
The Republican County Commtttee will be In
session at the grand jury room at the Court
House at South Parts, at t o'clock on the morn
W. £.
Ing of the convention, for the purpose of receivof his
ing the credentials of delegates.
be
to
to
in
order
participate
eligible
Delegates
deal of
in the convention must be elected subsequent to great
and Mareton
the date of the call for this convention.
Committee.
Couutv
Per order Republican
H. L. Β \KTLETT, Chairman.
are still
U. C. DC ΝΤΟΝ Secretary.
Dated at South Parts, Maine, May 4, 1906.
meet

Here they will
for the present
deal of damage
to have
Dr. Packard's

I
I

Treasurer—Mrs. L. T. Barker.
Β c. an'l Cor. Secretary—Mrs. Emma Woodbury Chandler.
Miss Cross, Mrs. Biebee and Mrs. Ira
Jordan were chosen delegates to attend
the county convention at Rumford Falls.
Mr. David Hayes, the new station
agent, moved his family here this week.
Mrs. Lucy Hall, who died in Norway,
was brought to Bethel for burial in the
family lot.
Miss Mary Atherton died after a few

a

He is survived by three
brothers and two sisters, one of the
former being H. H. McKeen of South
Paris.

step-daughter.

Resolutions.
Whereas, By the hand of Divine Providence, death has again entered our ranks
and taken from our sacred circle a sister,
Sarah E. Cummings, therefore be it
Resolved, That Franklin Grange

the loss of a worthy member.
Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt
sympathy to the family of the deceased,
in the loss of a faithful wife and loving
mother.
Resolved, That our charter be draped
in mourning thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be spread upon our records, a copy
sent to the bereaved family, and a copy
sent to the Oxford Democrat for publication
Mrs. Martha E. Davis,
Mas. Emily J. Pelt,
Mrs. Stella Bowker Bacon,
Committee on Resolutions.
mourns

A letter which we think will be of
interest is printed on the tirst
page of this issue of the Democrat,
written by a northern man after a few
weeks in the South. He finds conditions
there much more to his liking than he
expected, and predict· a highly prosperous future for that section. Doubtlea* his experience, as revealed in this
letter, is the same as that of any man
obapel May
who goes from one section of this great
Rev. A. A. Abbott officiating.
N«wry.
country to another, carrying with him
Elmer Child ha· gone to South WoodM. L. Thurston's drive, on Bear River,
old prejudice·, but along with them an
to work for R. L. Cnmmings.
obeerrant eye and an open mind. North, ι eached the Androsooggin May 2d. Lots itock
L. A. Biabee baa got hla drive nearly
sooth, east and west, we are Americans, · >f timber to drive ont on Sunday River :o the river.
ret.
after all.
Still man Bishop I· working for M. G.
Schools are all in session on this river.
The body of William Golding, the ] «Isa Carrie Wight, "Tide"; Mis· Mer- Morrill Λ Son.
Cuvier Putnam ha· engaged to work
gaid· drowned from his canoe in Boy· ι 111, Branch, «ad Misa Mattie Littlehale,
I tor Joseph Putnam this season.
den's Lake, was reoovered Friday.
J -ower District, teaohera.

general

friends.
Mrs. Hackett of Auburn Is visiting ber
iaughter, Mrs. W. A. Arris.
H. H. Richards, Mrs. L. A. Dunn and
Mrs. W. A. Arris attended the Pomona

meeting at Buckfleld, Wednesday.
George and James Taylor bave scoeptid positions at the Samoset Hons·,1
dockland.

*

Rob Inman lost a valuable pair ol
horses the 8th. He was working on tht
log landing twitching logs with them,

when a large long log rolled in such t
and
way as to haul them over the bank,
they were both drowned. It was an accident for which no one was to blame,
as Mr. Inman was a very careful man
with his team and nevor took any need
less chanoes. Much sympathy is felt foi
him as it is a hard loss.
Will Thurston was over this side ol
the river the 10th.
School is keeping with Ruth M. Bean

as

teacher.

DEATHS FROM APPENDICITIS

Rand-Elder.

Hon. Eben E. Rand of Leeds and Miss
Leona E. Elder of Auburn were married
in Portland May 5th. Mr. Rand formerly lived in Locke's Mills, and was a man
well known over Oxford County, having
represented the county in the state
senate, and later being appraiser of the
port In Portland. He is now in the
lumber business In Leeds.

SORE nipples!
A oure may be effected by applying
Chamberlain's Salve as soon as the child
is done mining. Wipe It off with a soft
cloth before allowing the child to nurse.
Many trained nurses use this salve with
the best results. Price 26 oents per box.
Sold by 8bnrtleff A Co.. South Paris;
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyss Drug

Store, Norway.

BY F. A. SHUBTLBFF Λ CO.

Prettiest waist I have seen, end so cheap too, i· what hosts of our
There is really not the slightest excuse
that
now
for anyone having catarrh,
f riends say. The big increase in our waist sales this season goes to prove
Hyomei is so widely known and so easily his true. We are
Lawn and
in
showing dozens of
obtained. The worst cases of catarrh are t
the «
breathing
by
cured,
simply
iilk.
quickly
remedy through the pocket inhaler that
of small tucks,
\ 7AISTS of good lawn, front bas six large tucks with clusters
comes with every outfit.
cluster of small tucks down
Used in this way for a few minutes
button in front, back baa four large tucks and a
Inch tucked cuff,
four times a day, every particle of air
9He.
center, detachable tucked collar, sleeve with eight
that reaches the nose, throat and lungs is
fine tucks, with two rows of lace in.
laden with germ-killing and bealth-giv· \ PÂISTS of One lawn, front ha* forty-four
of double yoke, and
sertfon extending across the tucks, giving the effect
ing Hyomei.
The sale of the old fashion stomach
with medallions, short sleeves, tucked collar trimmed with lacC,
finished
remedies for catarrh has been reduced to
$1.49
button in back with tucks on each side,
almost nothing since the introduction of
Hyomei. F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co. will tell y VAISTS of fine material, front has two rows of fancy embroidery, three row*
clusters of four tuck» each,
you that their sales on this out-of-date
insertion, two clusters of eight tucks each, two
line have fallen off at least two-thirds in
six large tucks, eight inch cuff with three cluater* of
ban
back
in
button
front,
for
demand
the last few years, while the
$1.98
tucks, detachable embroidered collar, very stylish,
Hyomei has increased as its curative
powers became more widely known.
row of laca insertion, a yoke formed of thirty-two
has
front
of
ISTS
silk,
VA
Jap
The complete outfit, consisting of a
two clusters of pin tucks in back,
pin tucks, lace insertion and medallions,
neat pocket inhaler, a medicine dropper,
button in back,
$2.50
costs only one
six inch tucked cuff, detachable, lace trimmed collar,
and a bottle of

Lingerie,

styies

Hyomei

extra bottles can be ob·

dollar, while

...
$3.9$
tucked cuff,
button In back with
VAISTS of pure linen, elaborate hand embroidered front,
hemstitched attachable colthree tucks on each aide, a nine inch tucked cuff,

lar, fino tucks and hemstitching,

Ladies' Low Shoes
and Oxfords.
I have

one

Jap

embroidered box plait,
VAISTS of Jap silk in black and white, front bas a wide
each row, button in front,
between
tucks
with
two
of
rows
embroidery
six
with eight inch
back lias four tuck», detachable lace trimmed collar, sleeve

tained for 50 cents, making Hyomei the
most economical, as well as the most
reliable method for curing catarrh.
E. A. Shurtleff A Co. positively guarantee a cure when Hyomei is used in
accordance with directions, or they will
refund the purchase price.

$2.98

.....

of the finest lines of

up-to-date

rds

ever

Maine.

Norway,

$2.00, 2.50

A MOUNTAIN OF GOLD
could not bring as much happiness to
Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, Wis., as
did one 25c. box of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve, when it completely cured a running sore on her leg, which had tortured
Greatest antiseptic
her 23 long years.
healer of Piles, Wounds, and Sores. 25c.
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s Drug Store.

Enough

cattle,

on

Pasturage.
twenty-five

for

horses

or

the L. S. Swan farm.

MAURICE L. NOYES,
South Paris.

Ladies' Kid Oxfords,

$1.25, 1.50. 1.75,

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that hi 1
has been duly appointed administrator of tlx

estate of
LYPIA S. LUDDES, late of Canton,
doccaeed, ant
In the County of Oxford,
All pertoni 1
bonds a* the law directs.
of said de
estate
the
demands
Ting
against
ceased are desired to present the same for set
tlcment, and all Indebted thereto are requcnte·
to make payment Immediately.
A DELBKRT DELANO.
May 8th, 1906.

Sren

South Paris Fruit Co
New Store, Pythian Block,

I also carry

and

first-class

good

as

as

store in the state.

Will be open

an)

Saturday

May 19th.

EVERYBODY USED
RIGHT.
Petition far Discharge.

Bankrupt's

)
LANE.
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of th
District Court of the United States for th
In the matter of
H \RRY A.

Clothes

a

Insurance.

full line of

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.

W. 0.

Frothingham,

is the Latest

District of Maine:
A. LANE, of Parle, In the Coun
ty of Oxford. and State of Uulue, 1:
said District, respectfully represents, that 01
the letli day of Dec., last past, he wan dul,
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congres
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly sui
rendered all his property and rtrht-i of property
and has fully complied with all the requirement
of said Acts and of the orders of Court toucbln,

}

GEORQK POTTLE, )

It protects

contains

·

· ·

rc
»

I

t

fully sponged
rigidly
expensive, trousers with double
across,

half linen lined.

State
Assessors.

a

· I

Μ · I ♦ « I

Wherefore he prays, that he mi y be decree'
by the Court to have a full discharge from al
debts provable against his estate under sal·
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
cepted by law from sucn discharge.
Dated this 9th day of May, A. D. 1900.
HARRY A. LANE, Bankrupt.

J

There's only one help for tired,
overworked or ageing eye» r-nd that's I
and they wont help much

glasses,
unless they're exactly right.
When you need glass-is remember

guarantee, "Entire Satisfaction."
OPTICHN

published

notice thereof be
a

JOBS

were

Tenney,

Oculist.

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

my office from the Elm House
Norway, to rooms over ShurtlelTe Drug 8torc
South Paris. I make this change to save tin
time consumed getting over and back on thi
I hare

BROOKS—The

NORWAY, MAINE.

Pharmacist.

and east of Paris.
1 trust (he change will not greatly inconven
ience others who wish to consult me.

ARNOLD'S

ΉΒβ

Bowel

You

one having <»n Atlas of
Ox-J'
County by Caldwell and Halfsell
to
please
penny, 18S0, wishing
drop a postal to the subscriber. |
stating price and condition of booW.

Anv

PLUMMER,

Augusta,

Complaints by

The best of I
of Plumbing Goods.
foreign companies
ing. Many
oak woodwork for closets. No old
have wired their United States Managers
this line. Job· I
to contribute aid to the sufferers in San goods. Call and see
No
Francisco and both foreign and Ameri- bing promptly attended to.
will do their part to alcan
for team.
companies
charge
stricken
city.
leviate the suffering in the

regard

of the

W. J. Wheeler & Co. J Norway,

Maim.

an

idea of

from the

stylish

S5

appear-

to $20.

New patterns in Rain
The garment for

1

Coats.
rain

or

ment

shine.

that

weather

1

The gar-

does for all

at all seasons.

$10 to $18.

Η. B. Poster,

CLARA E. OAGNON of Rumford; petition
for change of name-to Clara E. Rowe, presented
by said Clart E. Uagnon.

Lot

get

styles

Spring Suits

EVA H. HARLOW, lute of Canton, debased;
petition for the appointment of Adelliert De ano
other suitable person a« administrator
of the estate of said deceased, presented by
Ebenezer Harlow, wi lower.

Insurance.

de-

of the garment.

ance

PROBATE

SAMUEL P. DA 1 LET, late of Canton, deceased; first and Anal account for allowance and
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
widow's petition f»r allowance presented by
Nellie P. Dal ley, widow and administratrix.
BENJAMIN P. VIRGIN, late of Mexico, decensod; first aocount presented for allowance by
George W. Brown, administrator.
ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court.
W. J. Wheeler Λ Co. have been adA true copy attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
vised by nearly all the companies they
San
at
loss
terrible
represent that the
that
and
in
fnll
naid
be
will
Francisco
A new
the companies will not be in any way into their financial standvolved in

can

new

note the

Me.

NOTICES.
To all person» Interested In cither of the est
hereinafter named :
▲t a Probate Court, heM at Rumford, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the second
Tuesday of May, In the year of our Lord one
The followthousand nine hundred and six.
ing matter having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby
Obdkrbd:
That noUce thereof lie given to all persons Inte res ted by causing a copy of this order to be
Ox
published three weeks successively inI attheSouth
ford Democrat, a newspaper publlane
a
at
Paris, In said County, that they may appear
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
9
the
at
of
D.
A.
190K,
third Tuesday of June,
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
they see cause.

spring
coloiings

cut, but better still come
in and try one on and

or some

BALSAM I

fab
The

the

ford

JAMES

in the newest
rics and

styles for spring are
cidedly becoming.

WAITED.

changed

elcctrice, th'js getting a longer day in the office
also to better accommodate my patients coralni
down the Grand Trunk and from points nortl

see

S.B.&Z.T PRINCE,

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

Dr. Austin

=

pepsia, Nervous Prost a
tion, wasting diseases and
all forms of Ge eral Debility. 50c. the bottle.

A. D. 1906.

JAMES B. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest :-JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, .MR.

them.

you may need an energizer.
Nothing like a scientific
combination of Beef, Iron
and Wine in which nil the
virtues of Beef and an easily assimilated salt of Iron
are blended with a selected
Sherry Wine to form a
perfect remedy. The combination is useful in D)S-

in The Ox fori Dem

-urnlsher,

May 4th. Come in and

At this time of the year

that all

policy

of satisfaction?

placed on our
counters Friday Morning,

Iron.

newspa|>er printed in said District, am
known creditors, and other persons ii
interest, may appear at the said time and pla«
and show cause, If any they have, why th
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
And U is further Ordered by the Court, that th
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor
copies of said petition and this order, addressei
to tliem at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale Judg
of the said Court, and the teal thereof, at Porl
land, In aald District, on the 12th day of Ma>
ocrât,

moderate indeed for

price $5.00

F. PLUMMER,

These

MAINE.

Wine and

NOTICE THEREON.
District ok Maine, ss.
On this 12th day of Mar, A. D. 1906, on read
petition. It is
lng the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be liai
same on the 1st day of June, Α. Γ
the
upon
19UI, before said Court at Portland, in said Die
trii t, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and tha

Isn't the

insurance

360 Pieces Lace at 10c.
1000 Yards Lace at 5c.

Beef,

ORDER OF

an

ξ

symptom,
eyes need help.

SOUTH PARIS.

all the way

Χ

Is that the way with the letter·
when you read ? Are they all rij»ht
at first, but soon get blurry and all run
together ?
This is not usunMy an alarming
but merely a hint that the

THE

extending

Telephone 106-3.

HARRY

his bankruptcy.

suit with

31

ALL MIXED UP

our

knees

double seat, patent buttons, Holland waist band and

Ι/Ρ
·

it

If a suit should prove imanother
we'll
hand
in
you your money or
perfect any detail,
suit with perfect good humor. Taped seams fabrics careand
scrutinized, linings best and most

the

Μ I Χ Τ

· ·

boy ;

pledges wear under
severest possible conditions.

J.

«

the

guarantee bond

a

which

JAMES PLUMMER,Clerk.

>

nil greatest de-

Mrs.
guards the mother.
Jane Hopkins' "Security
Bond" Suit, price $5.00,

) Board of

F. M.SIMPSOV,
OTIS HAYFORD,

ε

of modern clothes

velopment
making.

Office of Board of 8tate Assessors.
Augusta, May 7,190β.
Notice la hereby given that the Stnte Assessors
will be In session at the Court House In South
Paris on Tuesday, the 22nd day of May, at 9
o'clock, A. M., Court room In Rumford Falls on
Thuntday, the 24th day of May, atOo'c'ock, A.
M A. D. 1908, In the county of Oxford, to secure Information to enable them to adjust and
Land property
equalize valuations of all InWild
said county In acIn the several townships
cordance with the law of this State
An effort Is being mad·· by this Hoard, under a
resolve of the last Legislature, to verify and
perfect, as far as practicable, a proper descrlptin or each parcel of wild land In townships nut
to
Incorporated, anil you are urgently requested
attemi this meeting, and render unto us what
Information you possess In relation to the description and location of tbe wild lands which
own, and an estimate of their fair value.

you

Boys

For

South Paris.

Fruit of All Kiwis, Con
fectionery, Tobacco, Ci
gars, &c., te.

Everything

2.50, 3.00

2.00,

Among these Oxfords are styles
which you will not find in any other
store in this vicinity.

STATE OF MAINE.

TEACHER*.

We want all the teacher* we can get, botl
sexes, for Fall positions, ungraded, primary
Send for circulai
grammar, and high schools.
and register.
Eastern Maine Teachers' Agency,
Stockton Spring!*, Milne.

North Albany.
Miss Frances Browne has a fine organ, 10 A. M. to 4 :30 P. M.
a present from her father, and is taking
Next vieil Thursday, June 7th
lessons by mail. We all wish her sucof
cess and lots
Eyes Exn mined Free.
enjoyment.
How good it seems to see the wood«
and fields putting on a tinge of green
Denmark.
The selectmen will be at the town
house the first and third Saturday of the
month.

GUABANTKKD

HYOMEI.

ΒΒΕΑΤΗΙΝΘ

BY

CUBED

QUICKLY

CASES

WORST

Oxf
decrease in the same ratio that the use Ladies'
of Dr. King's New Life Pills increases. shown in Oxford County.
They eave you from danger and bring
quick and painless release from consti- Ladies' Patent Leather Oxfords,
pation and the ills growing out of it.
$1.50, 2.00, 2 50, a.75, 3 00, 3 5c
Strength and vigor always follow their
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Ladies' Gnn Metal Calf Oxfords.
use.
Co., druggists, 25c. Try them.

REMEMBER THE PLACE AND DATE
over ShurtlefTs Drug Store, South Paris, noun

*g*in·

NO EXCUSE FOR CATARRH.

Copyright 1906 by

Norway.

Hart Schafihcr ΰ Marx

Blankets

Rubber

and

Carriage

Boots that will shed water.
1

am

selling

a

good

rubber blanket that

measures

6 feet

by

4 feet

inches for $ι.οο. I make two styles of carriage boot· for $i-5°
and $1.75 that are serviceable and will not wet through.
2

IAMES N. FAVOR,

&°s%\HoUUCKER

pe «xtorfl gjmacrat

SOCTH_PARIS,
Ground

»at

This

morning.

frozen a little Friday
bas been a hot ok

spring.

who lias been ir
Eugene A. Briggs,
health for a long time, is reported
j, H.r
quite low.
Harold C. Anderson now has a posiLeland Engraving Co. ol
ton with the
Providence, R. I.

her sister,
Mrs. R Howard Bolton and
are guesU
M s* (i. Idie Cole·, of Bostou,

Theodore Thayer's.

at

Alfred

Fuller

is

express

messenger

The Ladle·' Aid Society will meet In
the Methodist teetry at 2:30 o'clock

Tuesday.

The Woman's Foreign Miuiourj Society will meet Thursday afternoon with
Mrs. S. C. Ordwaj.

August.

Rev. F.

of Bethel, State
Superintendent of Universaliat churches,
will preach in the Universalist church
next Sunday at the usual hour.
E.

Barton,

The annual sermon of the Knights of
Pythias will be delivered at the Baptist
church Sunday, May 20th, at 2:30 p. u.
Sermon by the pastor. Rev. J. W. Chesbro.

Knights

are

requested

to

All members
to attend.

meet at
of the

The services at the Methodist church
Walter P. Maxim was in Boeton last
week, to purchase new machinery for lust night were under the direction of
«!t
S)n.
Maxim
the Woman's Foreign Missionary So
the shop of S. P.
ciety, Mrs. Beujamln Swett presiding.
1.. >. Swan has sold his farm on Elm
The subject was India and the result· of
Hill, ou which his son. Howard A. Swan, its fifty
years of Methodism. Readings
L. Noyee.
has been hviug, to Maurice
were given by Mrs. Ordway, Mrs. Payne,
of
Morse
.Samuel
Minneapolis,
Mrs.
Faroiim, Mrs. Chapman. An adMrs.
who ha* been on a tour abroad, visited' dress was then given by Mrs. Clifford
relatives here a few days last week, on upou the work of Dr. and Mrs. William
Butler who sailed for India just fifty
her way home.
years ago. This day was set apart for a
Henry Kerr has bought a house lot of general observance
of
the
"India
far
.!. ,1. Eineley on Pleasant Street not
Jubilee."

and will build a
fr.>m Mr. Eineley'a,
Mrs. John Bennett died at her home
h ii-ie '>n :t during the present season.
on Nichols Street Sunday morning, at
Fr ink I in Maxim has gone to Portland the
age of 70 yea-s. Mrs. Bennett's
there. He took with
t build his house
maiden name was Mary F. Ellis, and her
fiim Emery W. Mason, Philip S. Mason home was in
Dorchester, Mass. She was
ami ·!. S. Burbank, who will work on married to Mr. Bennett
May 11, 1856, so
house.
the
that they were two days past their fifThe Ladies of tbe G. A. R. are re- tieth anuiversary when she died. She
at Grand Army Hall leaves a husband but no children, but
quested to meet 16,
at 9:30 a. ji., to at- had one
Wednesday, May
adopted daughter, Mrs. Hiram
of bister Mary N. Porter of this village. Mr. and Mrs.
services
tenil the funeral
Bennett came to this village from MassaK. Bennett
chusetts thirteen years ago. The funeral
Advertised letters in South I'aris post will be at 10 o'clock
Wednesday, and
office May 14th:
burial will be in Greenwood, Mr. BenMrs. I'e' urah Cotton.
nett's native town.
Mr- \elUe J Allen.
Mr. Κ W. Dyer.
BOl.STEK DISTRICT.
The following Hag salute will be introA. O. Wheeler has moved from the
duced :n the Paris schools: "I pledge village to his farm which he purchased
al.esr.ance to my Hag and the Republic last fall of Oscar Barrows.
li it stand*; one nation iudivisif.ir w
The sad news recently reached us of
kl··. >» .th libeity and justice to all."
the death of M. W. Lyon at bis ancesabout
mill
site,
old
just
grist
V the
tral home in Fairfield, Conn., April 23d.
under the main entrance of the old mill, Mr. Lyon will be remembered by his
strain and wreckage is still many friends as a successful teacher of
a j·.le of
vi
kitiic as steadily as it has all the time rare scholarship and Christian character.
since the tire twenty-four days since.
Mr. Lyou and his wife, who survives
The next meeting of Paris Grange, him. were well known in Bethel and
Tbe vicinity as for more than twenty years
May li'th, will be ladies' day.
ladies will fill the officers' chairs. The they spent the month of August at the
West Bethel.
literary programme will be arranged by Locke House at
t' ·· lecturer. Music arranged by the
Base Ball.
chorister.
■

orchestras.

Mount Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F., conferred the initiatory degree on two candidates Thursday evening. May 10th.
On account of the dtama given by the
• oiigregational society, work in the first
degree will be deterred until Thursday
evening. May 24th.
! ι» in vocal music is being arranged with Prof. Wight of Bethel as inAll who are desirous of takstructor.
ing ad tntage of this opportunity are reι—ted to apply at once to one of the
1
mittee, T. M. Davis, Ε. E. Chapman,
>r .Mrs. George Burnhara.
Α

A largo delegation from this place attended the annual meeting of the East
Oxt.-rd Local I'nion of Christian En•e iv >r at
Mechanic Falls Tuesday and
From South Paris and
Wednesday.
Ν rway combined there were about

twenty-five

iu attendance.

MECHANIC

10;

Κ ALLS H. S.

P.

H. 8.

5.

interesting an<l exciting
the high school grounds
Paris High School was defeated Saturday afternoon by a team
from Mechanic Falls, which, although it
played under the name of Mechanic
Falls High School, was admitted to be
more or less of a local organization, and
the pitcher, the one upon whom they
depended mostly for a victory, was not a
member of the high school.
Up to the seventh inning, as will be
seen by the score by innings, Paris led,
Sumner pitching tine ball up to that
time, but in this inning he weakened,
allowing two men to walk, hit another
batter, and then three Mechanic Falls
This
succession.
batters singled in
with Wheeler's error gave Mechanic
Falls 5 runs. The inning was finally
brought to a close by a pretty double
play, Stowell to Wheeler.
Again in the eighth inning, 3 singles
and an error by Wheeler gave Mechanic
Falls three more runs. To save time so
that they would be able to catch their
train Mechanic Falls gave up their bat in
the ninth inning.
After the seventh inning Paris tried
hard to eveu up the score, and in both
In the must

played

Hume
this season.

at

1 iiο meeting of school te.U'ben orig
inailv appointed for last Saturday is
j otponed to meet at the grammar
school Saturday, May li>, at 10 a. m the 7th and 8th inning had men on
with only one out, but
Topics for consideration are: "The second and third
Course of Study ;" "How Best to Teach could not score, and In the ninth with
a
Geography;" "Supplementary Reading." three men on bases and only one out
double play, Weston to Allen, upset
A.
at
10
On Wednesday of this week,
their chances. The fact that Paris had
m
I.eander S. Swan will sell at auction, 10 men left on bases shows what hard
Lira
cows,
on
homestead
Hill,
his
iuck they had iu this respect, and also
heifers, calves, colts,
farming tools, shows that Wescott did some very effecttue hay, a farm roller, sawed lumber
ive work when Paris had men on bases.
furniture, and numerous other things, a
The Paris team played a perfect game
list >»f which is named on the bills. Al- with the
exception of Wheeler. The
bert I), l'ark is auctioneer.
features for Paris were the throwing of
The Democrat publishes this week the G. Clark, the all-round work of Titcomb,
tirst installment of a series of railroad and a throw by L. Clark from right field
stories. These stories are by Frank II. to the plate, which caught a man trying
third.
For Mechanic
>peartnan, well known for his stories of to score from
fine
life <·η the rail, and they have the at- Falls, the work of Wescott and a
back hand catch by Bridge were the
m >phere of that life as it is fouud in
All of them are short, none features. The score:
few stories
MECHANIC FALLS.
occupying more than two installments
Α Β. Κ. Β II. P.O. A. E.
In two successive weeks.
0
3
10
3
1
2
Purrltijrt'.u, C
112
4
S
3
While helping at tbe board saw in the Brl'ljre. e.«
t;
0
0
3
S
2
b
rari.s Manufacturing Co.'s factory Satur- 'ΓΙ.ton. l
0
0
112
4
Weecott. |>
0
1111
5
day. Clyde Gammon was severely injur- Uolilman, c.f
2
0
0
10
3
ed. As they were turning a log on the KoudUs, 3-b
10
0
12
4
Weston. r f
saw carriage, his peavy slipped, and the
11
4
10
4
Allen, 2-b
0
0
0
1
1
3
log came down against his leg, making a Harris, l.f
bad compound fracture between the knee
6
11
27
11
10
34
Totals
his
boardto
taken
and ankle. He was
P. H. S
ing place at Mrs. Keen's on Myrtle Street,
A.M. Β. Β II. P.O. Α. Ε
where the limb was set.
5
0
0
6
2
«
ti. Clark, c
0
4
3
1
3
2
I he store iu I'ythian Block formerly Tttcuiub, 2-b
4
110
0
3
Chase's variety store has Wheeler, 3-b

occupied by

been engaged by Antonio Bi tnchi, now
<>f Lancaster, X. H., who will open a
fruit store there as soon as he can get
the store in shape. As his name indicates, Bianchi is a native of Italy, but
he is a naturalized citizen, well spoken
of by those who know him, and has a
family of a wife and two children.

Totals
Score
1 2

0
0

0
0
1
2
10
1
0

2
0
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8

24

13

4

2

1
1

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

37

3

5
5
3
4
3
4

Sumner, ρ
Shaw, c.f
I.. Clark, r.f.
Slowoll. s.s
Curtis.il>
Merrill If
Kawson. l.f

0
2

ο

by Innlcgtt.
3

4

5

6

7

8

9-Total.

1 ο 0 0 0 1 S 3 χ—10
At the track meet of the four colleges M. F. H. S.,
1 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0—5
of Maine at Lewiston Saturday, the P. U. S
Fallu II. 8. 3; P. H. S.
Mechanic
Karue<l
runs,
1 Diversity of Maine won, and I'aris boys
Klrst base on balls, off Sumner 4; off Wescott
contributed considerably toward that n. Strut out. bv Sumner 6; by Weecott lo.
result. Κ. II. Porter of this town won Left >>n bases. P. il. S. 16; Merhanlc Falls 11. S.
to Wheeler; L.Clark
the hundred yard dash in 10 1-5 seconds, ■>. Double p'avs, SlowollAllen.
First base on
to U.Clark. Weston to
and the 2S0-yvd dash in '£i 4-5 seconds, errors, P. U. S. 3; M. F. H. S. β.
Hit by
Um1.
run.
A.
G.
Wescott
mile
the
in
bv
Sumner
2; by
and was third
liltch"! ball,
ami Keconl. Scorer, Thayer.
Shaw
in
third
took
pire··,
of
this
town,
lieunett, also
At the brick school house yard Saturthrowing the hammer and throwing the
discus.
day forenoon, South Paris Grammar
School defeated a team from Hebron by
I lie return of the town assessors to the score of 10 to 4.
the state xssessors shows the numbers
Kadcliffe defeated a team from Lewisof the several kinds of live stock in ton a' the fair grounds Saturday aftertown to be as follows:
Although
noon by a score of 8 to 3
-xu
llt-rnes an-l ui'ilee,
they called themselves Lewiston Athlet«
tVt* 8 years oil
were mostly Lewiston High
25 ics they
< <>lt« 2 years olil,
.!.!.!!!".!."! 21 School men.
Cells 1 year old
1»>9
CHALLENGE.
ω
Li
3 >i
> J
The single men of South Paris hereby
years old
«it
2 yearx old,
challenge the married men of South
1 year oM
Paris for a game of base ball for supper
ζ® at the Andrews House, May 30.
sw,"e

«5

A birthday party was given by Miss
Progressing.
Building
Operations
Helen Barnes last Monday evening.
Work has been going ou briskly in the
Hie guests were the members of the
district for the past week. The
»>e are Seven Club, and a number of I burned
of S. P.Maxim A Son is up and
ymnig men, making a party of sixteen. shop
the roof is practically come principal
feature of the evening boarded, and
The building is 58 χ 5V feet on
was progressive angling, at which Miss pleted.
and will have a baseGladys I. Bonney secured the first prize the ground floor,
that size. AU
an.l Miss Eva Swett the booby prize for meut about two-thirds
will be placed on the
tue girls, and Kalph Gray the first prize the machinery
The building has a much
and Bert Curtis the booby prize for the ground fi<>or.
different appearance from the old one,
boys. Punch and nice refreshments
above
as it is square, and only one story
were served.
the street, with a nearly fiat roof having
The F. C. Merrill foundry on Brook only a slight pitch from front to rear.
Paroid roofMreet, together with all the water privi- The roof is covered with the
sell.
ege which appertained to it on Stony ing which the Messrs. Maxim
At the True house, which A. E. ShurtBrook, and the storehouse ou Hill Street,
wreckwere sold at auction by the administra- leff bought for a grain mill, the
trix Friday. K. L. Cummings purchased age has been cleared up and the outside
Mr. Cumminge walls put in shape. The main building
the entire property.
and Ε. H. Marshall will use the property will be used in its former dimensions,
all
for general work on wood and iron, re- but the roof which was practically
that
pairing and manufacturing carriages and burned off, will be replaced by one
have
<l"ing general work, besides manufacture is nearly fiat. Mr. Shurtleff will
barrel headei his machinery in as soon as the building
'ug for the market tbe
which Mr. Cummings has patented, and is ready.
Another large section of the Mason
which he has used for the past year οι
two in his apple ousines*.
They will gu Manufacturing Co. lot has been cleared,
to work there at once.
and a crew have been at Oroveton taking down the mill bought there. ArThursday and Friday evenings of thi( rangement· have been made for the spur
week are the dates for the presentation track, which will be built on to the lot
of the drama, "By Force of Impulse." I soon.
he sale of seats is now open at th<
Those who wish their children to atftore of F. A. Shurtleff é Co. Five act>
this seain the
play. Music will be furnished bj tend the .Musical Kindergarten
send in their names to Mrs.
:?e Ischaikowsky Orchestra. Cast οι son, should
the play as follows:
Briggs as soon as possible, for the olasa
Τ g BarDea
will begin work May 20, and continue on
MutrU Malt'au'l
Î. si. Ouabain Saturdays until the school· close, aftei
Reginald Maitiau'l, his «on
R E.
UwTl.le, true as aieel
which there will be three session· a
sni'xali tooKue I
Ç, "Γ1?11· a P'JllabeU,
week. No home practice is required.
R-'umner
>V atrue whiter. L. H.
7
I>au*hraiy
Murrell,
Children from β year· upward can join
L)ollerciuU'h. an eeceatrlo
the class. Full particulars furnished or
U. a. Brlrn
lawyer ot Uî« "Old School."
Sammy Uewirop, fresh from
application.
Adolubue Softbeatl, hi·
South Paris, May 10, 1906.
urlolanus Wellington, who never smile*,
We wish to express our thank· foi
beautiful flowers and manj other ex^w»11»·. » proud
*1*8. *. Wheeler
pressions of sympathy from neighbor!
v
Bee*
1β
-*!»·
Ha#<etl and friend· at the death of onr aunt.
ί?* maW·
Αηω.
a foahUff maiden of
Mb. and Mas. C. ». Chase.
wwty if· rammers,.......T. 8. Bane·

Coi

coUwreT^

chuin,—..^T^LtnilteT

AJ^utT

ye*1"'

SO

on

An

Our Dark Streets.

means to do this, tod if nothing «une of
It, would have the pleasure of knowing
he bad demonstrated that there was

Experimental Mining Plant

IK CORPORATION AN ENTERPRISE HOW BEING INAUGUPARIS,
RATED AT CBOCKEB HILL IN PABIB.
MEETING ASSEMBLED, DECIDES.
SOUTH

It is settled that those of us, of mature
Both the South Pari» and the Norway
years and sound discretion, who stay
Bank
will be closed Saturday out until or even after the curfew has
Savings
afternoon· during May, June, July and sounded its four
strokes, ehall

Lewis- the hall at 1:30.
runuiiu be;ween Lewistou and
011 the Canadian.
order are invited
tou Junction

Carl Mason went to Berlin last Tuesday niiiht to play with Granite Orchestra f r a ball given at Cascade Casing.
Mr Mason is a tine musician and has
of town
many calls to play with out

No light

warning
be in the dark, as we have
past three years and eight

continue to
during the
months of the twentieth century. And
it took only a short time to settle it.
The meeting of the South Paris Village Corporation last Tuesday evening
filled Engine House Hall to its full
capacity, but did not seriously crowd it.
Clerk Ε. N. Haskell called the meeting
to order, and Hon. James S. Wright was
chosen moderator.
Under the article to see what the corporation would do about lighting the
streets, the report of the committee
appointed at the annual meeting to investigate the cost of lighting was called
for, and Mr. Wright, who was one of the
committee, presented a plan which had
been drawn up by the committee as a
suggestion. This plan provided for
eleven arc lights and thirty-three incandescents, and the location of each
light, as suggested by the committee,
was given.
The arc lights, furnished by
the Norway and Paris Street Railway
Co., would cost 905.00 each per year,
with one light free for every ten. This
would make the cost of the eleven arcs
$550.00. The price of the incandescents
—25-candle-power—is $12 00 per year,
with one extra for every ten, makiug the
cost of the thirty-three $3β0.00, a total
cost for the proposed system of $910.
It was suggested that a few mord incandescents might be needed in curtain
places, aud this matter was discussed a
little. A motion was thru made by K.
afterward reduced to
N. Hall, and
writing, that the assessors be instructed
to contract with the Norway and Paris
Street Railway Co. to furnish lights for
one year, according to the plan proposed,
with such additional incandescents as
might be necessary, the whole cost not
to exceed $1000 00, and that that sum be
appropriated for the purpose.
N. D. Bolster said that he was opposed
to the motion. In the first place, he
considered the system suggested inadequate to light the streets properly,
and iu the second place, the prices, as
He
was well known, were outrageous.
didn't believe in perpetuating the hold
of a company which according to its own
showing ought to be bankrupt, and will
never be in a position to furnish us
lights at a reasonable price.
S. P. Maxim said it was a fact receutly
forcibly impressed upon us that we were
without sufficient
protection against
fire, and he thought we ought to provide
for that matter before we spend money
for what is a compilative luxury.
The motion was also briefly opposed
by Ε. II. Haggett, Benjamin Swett,
Frank A. Taylor, and others.
The vote was then taken by a show of
hands, and resulted 14 in favor of the
motion, and 41 opposed. There were a
number wlio did not vote.
For the use of the fire department,
additional to that raised at the annual
meeting, $200 was raised.
The article regarding additional hydrants on Alpine and High Streets was
passed over, and the meeting adjourned.

Everett Bound Over.

A hearing was held in the Norway
Court on Tuesday of last
week in the case of Wallace G. Everett
of Paris, charged with exploding dynamite in the well from which water flows
to the farm houses of B. F. Cummings
and Char'es Edwards. County Attorney
Barnes appeared for the state, and Hon.
A. S. Kimball for Everett. Several witnesses were examined, and some two
hours and a half was occupied in the

Municipal

hearing.

The well in question is situated partly
within the limits of the highway, ou the
front of Everett's farm, south of his
house, aud north of the houses on the
two farms which it supplies with water.
Some of the land in each of these two
farms joins land of Everett.
Some time during the night of July
21st, 1905. the water in the well was disturbed. Mr. Cummings, just before retiring that night, noticed that the water
was not running quite clear, but thought
nothing of it. The next morning the
water was muddy, and the door of the
well house was found open, the water
muddied, and when it was cleaned out
there was found a length of fuse, consisting of two pieces some two feet and
a half long, tied together with twine.
There was also damage done to the
walls, and the house was moved a little
from its foundations, showing that
there had been an explosion within the
well. Tracks led to and from the well,
in the direction of Paris Hill.
It appeared in evidence that Everett
had been employed during the early part
of the summer of 1905, with other men,
in digging a well for Dr. Charlotte F.
Hammond at The Beeches, for which
dynamite was used. When the well was
finished, at Dr. Hammond's charge not
to leave any dynamite around, he took
home with him, according to the testimony of one of the workmen, seven
sticks and a half of dynamite. Later,
some dynamite being wanted for work
of Dr. Hammond's on a water pipe of
her father's, he was requested to bring it
back, and did bring back, according to
the testimony of the same man, eight
sticks. Ile also took some fuse aud caps
which were not returned. There was
also testimony that Everett had had
trouble with Cummings over a line
fence, and that there was feeling between him and Edwards, and that he
had told Edwards he would "get even"
with him.
Tlie important testimony to connect
Everett with tbe dynamiting wan given
by E'lgar L. Ratcliff, who was at work
for Everett during the past summer.
He testified that on tbe evening when
the well was tampered with he went
down to Mr. Uowland's farm and spent
the evening at the stable there; that before going he was in Everett's barn and
Everett was putting caps and fuse in
Some time later, when
nome dynamite.
lie was at home sick, he got a letter
from Everett in which Everett "said he
would give me twenty-five dollars if I
would keep still about him if any trouble
This letter has been lost,
came up."
and Ratcliff's brother, Thomas Ratcliff,
showed it, was put on the
he
whom
to
stand and testified to its contents substantially as the other witness had done.
After Edgar Ratcliff had testified in
direct and cross-examination, County
Attorney Barnes questioned him somewhat sharply as to whether he had not
made certain statements more directly
connecting Everett with the affair to
other parties, including the county atThe witness denied
torney himself.
having said anything different, but did
not make his answers entirely clear on
this part of the examination, and County Attorney Barnes intimated to tbe
court that be didn't know whether tbe
witness was telling the full truth or not.
When the evidence for the state was
in, Mr. Kimball for the respondent stated that be bad decided to put in no evidence, and moved that Mr. Everett be
discharged, as it seemed to him that
there was no evidence to connect him
with the affair. Judge Davis denied tbe
motion, saying that the evidence might
not conclusively prove guilt, but that
with the threats that had been made,
and tbe opportunity which Everett had,
together with the other circumstances,
he thought it beet to give a chance for a
jury to pass upon the matter. At the
suggestion of tbe county attorney, bail
was fixed at $200, and Mr. Everett furnished bonds in that sum for his appearance at the October term of Supreme

Court.

nothing in

it."

A crew of some half dozen men was
kept at work during the sutamer of 1904,
what waa the
Considerable interest has been mani- prospecting to discover
fested in the faot that aotoal prepara- extent of the body of ore which might
The work
tions for mining on some scale are being or might not be of value.
the aummer of
made at what is known as Crocker Hill wa· continued during
of the ore waa fully
in the eastern part of the town of Paris, 1905, and the extent
and that lamber and machinery for the learned.
Meanwhile samples of the ore had
erection of a stamp mill is already on the
times analyzed, and experte,
ground, and a desire has been shown to been several
moat skilled metallearn bow extensive the operations are including one of the
bad visited and
to be. The Democrat is enabled to give lurgists of the country,
The results of the
the hill.
some authentic information regarding inspected
analyses were so variable and aometimea
the matter.
that it was eviIn brief it may be stated that the work apparently contradictory
bo done od ft larger
is purely a private enterprise, conducted cieot the testing muet
satisfaction. To ship quanto
by the owner of the land on the hill acale give to distant worka for reducmentioned, and that it is experimental tities of ore
was a costly aud inconwork, designed to demonstrate what it tion and analysis
one whioh necessahas been found impossible to do by venient method, and
involved much delay in getting rerily
whether
there
laboratory testing, namely,
last winter Mr. Brown decided
is sufficient mineral wealth in the rocks sults. So
a small plant of hia own to
of the hill to make mining a profitable to establish
the tests.
enterprise, with the prospect that if conduct
Accordingly the machinery for what
favorable results should be secured, a
which is the
small plant will be continued in opera- is called a Ave stamp mill,
smallest unit known in mining work
tion.
was purchased and shipped to Paris, and
a portion of it was got on the ground
the
be
It may
before the sledding was gone, a portion
interesting to review
The
events which have quite naturally led up of it being still at South Paris.
to the present work.
lumber for the mill was also drawn, and
In the summer of 1894, Mr. Lewis M. work on the excavating waa begun as
Brown, a retired business man of New soon as the condition of the ground
York city, looking fQr a quiet summer would permit, and is now in progress.
home, came to the picturesque and hisAs a stamp mill is something rare in
toric village of Taris Hill. Hero he took this part of the country, it will be of
a lease of what is now "Old Brick"—the luterest to review briofly the process
three-story brick mansion at the north which goes on within it. The mill is
end of the village, ehaded by large elms, built in the side of a hill, and the
and having from its front a magnificent begins on the upper floor.
The ore—
view of the White Mountains and many everything which comes to the mill is
lesser peaks. This house was built by ore, whether it is rich or worthless
'"apt. Samuel Rawson nearly a hundred goes into a stone crusher, where it is
years ago, and is still owned by one of broken into about the size of egg coal.
his heirs.
Thence it is fed downward into the
Since that time Mr. Brown and his stamp, where by a series of hammers it
family have spent all their summers at is pulverized so that it will pass through
Old Brick, and after a few years Mr. a fine screen.
Brown gave up bis New York rosidence
The next step is to the concentrators,
and became a citizen of Paris. The machines which by agitation and the
family usually spend the winter in the action of gravity sort the ore, so to
South—sometimes in the Bermudas and speak, according to weight. The lighter
sometimes in Honolulu—but the sunnier and worthless portions of the ore are
half of the year is spent in Paris, of which thrown off as waste, and the heavier
town Mr. Brown is a public-spirited metallic ore is saved.
This latter porcitizen. In various ways Mr. Brown lias tion is known in mining as the concenbenefited the town, but in no way more trates, and contains whatever of value
than by his aid in establishing the water there was in the ore which came into the
From forty tons of ore fed into
mill.
system on Paris Hill.
Two miles east of Paris Hill, and rising the crushers there may be one ton of
to an altitude some five or six hundred concentrates, ready for the processes
feet higher, stands what is called Crocker which are to separate it into its constitHill. It is a spur of the ridge which uent parts, while the other thirty-nine
forms a backbone separating the towns tons has gone on the dump.
of Paris and Buckfield throughout their
length—as any one who has ever had
It will thus be seen that, as stated in
occasion to travel from one town to the
this article, the mill
other knows full well—and in a somewhat the beginning of
is merely an experibroken condition extends even farther which isι to be built
to
ment, designed
produce material
north.
on such a scale
be
tested
which can
as to give satisfaction, with the likeliOn the western slope of Crocker Hill hood that if the tests warrant it, the
were certain springe of water which years
mining operations will be continued
ago attracted the attention of those who on the same small scale. The Demwere considering the possibility of hav- ocrat is able to state that there is a fair
ing a good supply of pure water for Paris assurance that the operations will proHill. This village, with all its natural duce a quantity of flake graphite, which
advantages, especially as a summer home, has a market value, but not enough to
had one drawback in a lack of the best justify the operations for that alone.
water.
The water supply, drawn from Further than that there is no certainty
welle, was insufficient in a dry time, and as to what there is in the rock.
the water was none of it any better than
This year's operations are in general
was desirable, and most of it was very
charge of Henry R. Batcheller, a mining
hard.
engineer, a graduate of Massachusetts
Early in 1S99 the interest in a water Institute of Technology, who has had a
was
system
sufficiently developed so number of years' experience in actual
that a company was organized to do the raining work in different parts of the
work. The stock was subscribed for by country.
He has an office in the brick
local parties, but not to the amount building formerly occupied by the county
estimated necessary to put in the system. offices on Paris Hill, and a laboratory is
Mr
When Mr. Brown arrived in town for the being fitted up there for his use.
summer the situation was presented to Brown's son, Lewis B. Brown, who has
him, and his interest in having a supply been engaged in mining in Siberia for
of water was euch that he at once sub- some years, but is at home for .the presscribed for the balance of the stock ent on account of the uncertain condiwanted.
tion of Russian affaire, will have charge
The water system was putin during of the work in the flold.
the summer and fall of 1899, the water
The mill will be built at the foot of the
being turned on about the first of western slope of the hill, directly oppoNovember. The plan of the work was site the end of the Thayer roadi so
somewhat changed from that originally called. Charles H. Adams, the Norway
made, and as the work progressed it was builder, will have charge of the carpenfound that the cost would be more than ter work. The heavy machinery will
It was also found have a ledge foundation. Power for the
at first estimated.
necessary to develop new sources of crusher and the stamps will be furnished
the
on
hillside
and bring the
™rbanks-Morse explosion engine
supply
water from them into the reservoir.
of .>0 horse power, using kerosene. For
Mr. Brown is not one to turn back the concentrators and pumping plant
after putting his band to the plow, and power will be furnished by a smaller
as the necessity for more money arose, engine of the same type.
he met it by taking additional stock,
It will be well toward the end of the
until in this way he had acquired a con- summer before the mill is ready for
trolling interest in the company. He had actual business, and then if everything is
in the beginning been one of the con- favorable there will be an opportunity
struction committee in charge of the for some testing work before the winter
work of putting in the system, and all closes in.
along manifested not only a financial interest, but a strong personal interest as
With regard to tbe amount of labor rewell in the success of the enterprise,
about which there is more or less
giving it a great deal of his time, and for quired,
tbe work of this summany weeks making daily visits to the misapprehension, on
construction, and
mer will be largely
work that was being done.
can be employed; and
crew
a
small
only
Incidentally it may be here remarked even
if actual mining operations are conthat by the completion of this system
a few men will be required.
Paris Hill secured something which adds tinued, only
labor is paid the current rate
to the comfort of life on that beautiful Ordinary
of wages, tbe day being nine hours.
hilltop as much as one thing could. When
it comes to actual mining, skilled
an
is
abundant
of
for
There
eupply water
is required, and a higher rate of
domestic purposes, supplied by a gravity labor
be secured by those who are
system at a high pressure, and the water wages may
to earn it. Other things being
is very soft, and remarkable for its pur- qualified
preference will be given to local
ity. The sources are far above possibil- equal,
labor at all times, but men will be reity of contamination, and the water,
who can do the work. Use of
which comes from a stratum of pin quired
by workmen will not be tolerated.
gravel, is practically the purest of spring liquor
if the ore should prove to be worth
water. Analyses by the state board of
there is enough of it in sight to
health and by other chemists have pro- working,
tbe mill running continuously for
duced reports which show an almost keep
a term of years.
phenomenally small amount of solids in quite
the water. It is probably safe to say
W. C. T. U. Convention.
County
that no other village has a eupply of so
This will be held at Rumford Falls in
good water, even in the state of Maine, the M. E. church, May 22d and 23d.
which is so favored in that respect.
The devotional exercises of the first
morning will be in charge of Mrs. Lucy
All this shows the development of the A. Lufkin, Rumford Center. The welParis Hill Water Company; it shows one come will be given by Mrs. Cora A.
form of wealth that exists in Crocker Brown and the response by Mrs. Orpha
Hill, but it doesn't seem to be related A. Chapman of Oxford.
much to the mining business; still, it is
There will be a symposium: The Reone step in the development of the story. lation of the W. C. T. U. to the church;
Cora
The reservoir of the water company, the school; the home. Mrs.
and the springs which feed it, were in a Knight Clifford, South Parte, will have
large pasture belonging to H. E. and H the "Church;" Mrs. E. S. Cotton, NorD. Hammond, and used for young etock. way, the "School;" Mrs. Locke, West
The water company hod bought no real Paris, the "Home."
estate in fee simple, but the Messrs.
The children are invited for 4:15 p.
Uammond had deeded to the company m., the 22d, and it is expected Miss Anna
all water rights in this pasture. One day Gordon will address them.
when Mr. Brown and some members of
The executive committee meeting will
his family had driven to the roservoir, a be held at the close of the afternoon
«
yearling bull which was in the pasture session.
manifested so much displeasure at the
The evening session will be at 7:30
presence of the ladies in the party that and Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, National and
they felt obliged to retire with some pre- State President, will be the speaker.
cipitancy to a place of safety. This was The music will be in charge of the Ruma little awkward, and meeting the senior ford Falls choirs.
A collection will bo
Mr. Hammond on the street shortly
afterward, Mr. Brown asked,
The Wednesday morning session will
"What will you take for that pasture, begin at 9:00 with the usual convention
so that I can get the cattle out of it?"
work. Memorial service will be In
A price was named and accepted, and charge of Mrs. E. W. Chandler of Bethel.
the trade was made on the spot. The
During the convention there will be
pasture ceased to be a pasture, and future solos by a member of tbe Oxford Union.
visits to the reeervoir and springs were
The convention will close in time to
undisturbed by the hostility of animals. take tbe afternoon trains for home.
In this way Mr. Brown acquired the first
Let us bave a large delegation.
of his holdings of real estate on Crocker
Mrs. E. A. 6. Sticknky,
Hill.
County President.
East Brownfield, May 10,1906.
Being thus in possession of the west
and northwest «lopes of the hill, Mr.
IT IS DANGEROUS TO NEGLECT
Brown had an ambition to own the whole
A COLD.
mountain, and by subsequent purchases
he secured possession of a pasture on the
How often do we hear it remarked:
south slope, and another on the east "It's only a cold," and a few days later
slope, making in all a parcel of land learn that the man is on his back with
which includes the whole of the peak,
pneumonia. This is of such common
nearly square in shape.
occurrence that a cold, however slight,
minto
interest
the
is
of
This region
Chambershould not be disregarded.
eralogist. Crocker Hill is about three- lain's Cough Remedy counteracts any
the
celeof
northeast
mile
a
of
quarters
tendenoy of a cold to result in pneubrated tourmaline mine at Mount Mica, monia, and has gained Its great popularthough the tourmaline bearing vein does ity and extensive sale by its prompt cures
not extend in the direction of Crocker of this most common ailment. It always
Hill. Some fine quartz crystals have cures and Is
pleasant to take. For sale
been taken out of cavities in the rocks of
by Shurtleflf & Co., South Paris; Jones
the hill, and the ridge of which it forms
Drug Store, Oxford ; Noyes Drug Store,
a part did not entirely escape the mining
Norway.
fever which struck Maine a quarter of a
northmile
half
a
About
At the recent term of the Androsago.
century
east from the water company's reservoir, coggin county court 13,000 was collected
on the east slope of the ridge, some in liquor fines.
parties blasted out a hole as large as a
small living room, In search for gold. NOT IF AS RICH AS ROCKEFELLER.
The only trouble with the specks of gold
If you had all the wealth of Rockein the rock was that they were "fools'
feller, the Standard Oil magnate, you
worthcourse
of
and
or
Id,"
pyrites,
could not buy a better medlolne for
is.
bowel oomplainte than Chamberlain's

princess

j

SCI A TICA CURED AFTER TWENTY
YEARS OF TORTURE.
For mora than twenty years Mr. J. B.
Massey, of S322 Clinton St., Minneapolis,
Minn., was tortured by sciatica. Tbe
pain and suffering which be endured
during this time is beyond comprehension. Nothing gave him any permanent
relief nntil he used Chamberlain's Pain
Balm. One application of that liniment
relieved the pain and made sleep and rest
In the work done on the hill after Mr.
possible, ana less than one bottle has Brown's purchase of it, there was disIf
troubled
effected a permanent cure.
covered in the ledges some distance south
with sciatica or rheumatism why not try of
the water works something which
for
see
and
Balm
Pain
of
bottle
a 25-cent
looked like graphite—and whloh was in
the
relieves
it
how
pain.
quickly
yourself
faot graphite, in small quantities. There
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
was also some mineral whioh appeared
Paris; Jones Drag Store, Oxford; Noyes as if it might be a low grade of some kind
Drag Store, Norway.
of metallic ore. The indications were
Dr. such as to lead the owner to investigate,
Gists es on weekly Daymen ts.
for his own satisfaction. He bad ample
Paras»tor. Read ay ad.

G

NOBWAY.
A merchant was In town thia week Id
search of » «tore in which to do buainea·.
Botb the Crocker and Noyes a to re· having been leaaed, being the only one·
to go away.
vacant, he waa
Bnaineaa ia good in Norway. The ahoe
factory, novelty worka, and C. B. Cum-

obliged

minga ά Sona are rnahing bnaineaa with

good crewa of men.

when it ia completed,
have one of the beat piazza· in the village. He will repair and improve the
houae ao that it will be modern in all respecta. The hall will be enlarged, the
ataira rebuilt and the windows replaced
with large, and improved ones.
Mrs. L. M. Lnnt la now with B. Peck
Co., Lewiaton. She has an excellent
position but intenda to go into trade
again in the near future. She waa
formerly in buaineaa In Farmington,
Paria and Norway.
Horace Sanborn of Portland and Minnie M. Durgin of Norway were married
by Rev. B. S. Hideout at the realdence of
Mr.
H. L. Home, Wednesday morning.
for Portland, their
^uid Mrs. Sanborntheleft
forenoon train. Mrs.
future home, on
Sanborn baa lived with Mr. and Mra.
H. L. Home during the past thirteen
years. Mr. Sanborn ia a Norway man
and was formerly in buaineaa in thia village. Mr. and Mr>. Sanborn are members of the Congregational church where
they have been prominent and earneat
workers for the interests of the church.
They bave many friends in Norway who
wish them well.
Mrs. Frank A. Danforth entertained
the Barton Club Thursday at her home
on Pleasant Street.
V. W. Hills made merry with a few invited friends at his home on Cottage
Street the first of the week, the date
being that of his birthday.
L. I. Gilbert has so far recovered as to
be able to resume his work on the delivIt has been some two
ery wagon.
months since his injury.
May Thibodeau, for some time at the
telephone office at Bangor, is enjoying a
vacation at her home in thia village.
Miss Thibodeau formerly worked in the
H. J.

In Hiram, May 1, to the*wlf· of Fulton Babb,
daughter».
k.
Stoneham, May 3, to the wife oi John
Adam·, » (laaKtiter.
Wllof
wife
to
the
In North Buckfleld, May 4,
lard Pearl, a daughter.
In BocktleW, May β, to the wife of George
Conant, a son.
In North Pari·, May β, to the wife of Erne*
twin
In

..

,,

Mason, a §od.
In Bethel, May

10, to the wife of Alphonae
Vandenkervkhoven, a daughter.

Banga will,

Norway office.
Eugene N.

elected
church to
fill the vacancy caused by the death of
Harrington L. Plummer.
Gentlemen's night will be observed by
the Pythian Sisterhood Wednesday evening, May 16, eupper and entertainment.
Instrumental and vocal music.
Capt. Whitmareh, H. B. Foster and C.

deacon at the

Swett

has been

Congregational

M. Smith have returned from a pleasant
trip fishing at Stone Pond, East Stone-

Mrs. Frank Ν. Barker returned to
Bath with her husband Sunday. Mrs.
Barker has visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Otto Schnuer, for some time.
Kev. C. F. Parsons, Presiding Elder of
the Central District of the Maine Conference, was with the Norway Methodist
church Saturday and Sunday.

of rates by the NorOwing
way Water Co. for water to be used on
the village streets whereby there is an
advance in the price, there is some question as to whether the street sprinkler
man can secure money enough to pay
him to run the water cart this season.
A little sharper contract with the corporation will overcome the difficulty
to a

change

maybe.

Tickets for the Norway High School
graduation exercises and commencement
ball will be on sale Saturday, May 19th,
at 7 o'clock p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Cross have moved
into the M. M. Kilgore tenement on Danforth Street.
Rev. S. O. Davis was called to Portland
on Wednesday to attend the funeral of
a former parishioner, William F. Sweetsir.
Mrs. Â. S. Kimball, who has been
dangerously eick for a long time, is
rapidly regaining her health.
Ansel Bean of Waterford was before
the Norway Municipal Court Monday,
charged with intoxication. He was
fined $5 and costs.
W. C. Cole has been at work for John
A. Woodman,
repairs on his

making

...

=|

UNLESS YOU HAVE Δ FANCY
VEST THIS SUMMER
You will not have a complete wardrobe. This season both
old and young will wear them. Of course you want one and
you cm η afford it, too.

Married.
In Parla, May 8, by Rev. B. W. Pierce, Mr.
Perley F. Ripley and MIm Mary A. Newel), both

of Pari·.
In Bnmford Fall·, May 7, br Rev. J. A. LaFlamme, Mr. George K. Mercier and Miss Matilda A. Coulombe, both of Rnmford Falli.
In Canton Point, May 3, by Her. J. N. Paige,
Mr. Lesll- F. Roberta of Llvermore Fall· and
MIm Wlnnlfred C. Foster of Canton Point
In Rumfotd Fall·, May 8, by Rev. G. It. Han·

naford, Mr. Leraael Goodwin and Mlu Laura E.
Casey, both of Rumford Fall·.
In Fryeburg. May 8, by Rev. Baman N. Stone,
Mr. Henry L. Brook* of Greenwood and MIm
Ida F. 8hortrldge of Fryebure.
In BrownfleUL ΑρΊΙ 38, Mr. Roy Walker of
of Brownfleld.
Fryeburg and Ml·· Ethel Blihop
In East Sumner, May S, by Rev. L. W. Muttart, Mr. Joseph KIdjj and Mies Lizzie Coffren.
In Norway, May 8/by Rev. B. S. Rldeout, Mr.
Horace Sanborn of Portland and Mrs. Minnie
M. Oargtn of Norway.
In Gorham, Ν. II., April 2, by Harry G.Nore·,
Esq., Mr. William Goodwin of Locke's Mills
and Miss Gertrude Judd of Norway.
In Portsmouth, Ν. H., April 9, by Rer. J. C.
Chapman, Mr. William Thompson and Mrs.
Effle Tltcomh both of Rumford Fall·.
In Bethel. May 10, by Rev. F. E. Barton, Mr.
Harold Fobes of Portland and MIm Lillian

Many Children

arc

plain whites, white with black figures or stripes,
assortment and all prices.
grays, pearls and tans. A large
Select one now and proclaim your up-to-dateness, don't be
in time to
one of the lagbehinds, come out in new clothes
has
man
other
before
appeared.
wear the late styles
every
There

Come and

see us.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Norway.

(2 Stores, )

South Paris,
WE

Died.

years.
In Brownfleld, May 1, Etta, wife of James
Seland Hunt.
In Sebago, May 3, Mrs. Albert Fowler, formerlyof to veil
In Welchvlile, May 3, Anna, wife of Leonard
ConweU, aged 51 years.
In Norway, May 5, Elora Rlsbee, aged 91
years, 3 days.
In Norway, May 5, Mark McLucas, aged 84
years. 3 month», 39 days.
In Norway, May β, Mrs. Lucy E. Hal), aged
77 years, 3 months, 8 days.

8HUBTLEEF

Λ

CO.

SAT CAKE

J.

In their Suit, Coat, Skirt and Waist
for the celebrated Redfern Corsets.
will attend to

promptly.

Lewiston, Haine.

TEEPEE
F.

▲.

1

F.

CO.

over

A.

enrBTLEFP * CO.

your

Fishing Tackle

what you need for the Spring Campaign. We have a large
Lance·
stock of Rode—both Fly and Bait in Split Bamboo, Steel,

and

see

wood and Ash, 10c. to

$5 eat'll.

Line» Ic. to $3 each.
Reels 15c. (o $3.
Buit
Boxes, Hooks, Leaders, and
Fish Baskets, Spinners, Baits,

everything essential

to a Fisherman's

You will find what you need

complete

outfit.

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A; SH U RTLEFF & CO.
2 Stores,
F.

A.

j ï™,"»"1 j Maine.
F.

emJBTliEFF * CO.

A.

SHl.'RTLEFF * CO.

FIRST PICK.
All the new styles and
best things in

PAPERS!

WALL

Borders and Mouldings to match.

Prices range from the cheapest
to the best. Come now and have

ALL ARE INVITED TO CALL AND SEE
OUR LINE OF

Millinery, Gloves, Stocks, Collars,

the first

the best

Articles.

N.

HOWE,

MAINE.

SHVRTLEFF

Time to look

Wc offer a special opportunity anil will *Urt
you In a Tea, Coffee and Rplce business of your
own; hundreds have been successful under our
co-operation and are now prosperous merchant»;
we assist you and work with you to make you
*uccc8sful; teas In any quantity 8c. to 25c. per
for the finest içraiies; write for our new
pound
1900 price list and special Information; 35 years
In business.

SOUTH PARIS,

All mail orders she

The B. Peck Company,

IN THE

MRS. E. A.

Department,

Where she will be pleased to see her olJ customer·. We
and are agents
carry a full line of the Id'al Wrappers

Tea and Coffee Business

Fancy

Department Store

MRS. L. M. LUNT

gestion.

NEW YORK, CHINA & JAPAN TEA CO. (IMPORTERS),
Hudson and Canal Streets, New York City.

PLUMMER.

HAVE ENGAGED

DIGESTION SOLVES PROBLEM OF LONG
LIFE.

F.

The Great

OF

No one in Paris has a better chance
than the druggist to know the condition
of the city's health, and what diseases
are the most common.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. believe that the
problem of long life is solved by proper
Let the
care of the digestive organs.
stomach get out of condition and soon
there will be nervousness, irritation, furred tongue, specks before the eyes,
weakness, debility, indigestion, and
other physical and mental troubles that
directly result from a weakened stomach.
Of all the vital organs, the stomach is
the most frequently abused, and hence,
the one which most frequently fails, and
so with the discovery of a remedy like
Mi-o-na stomach tablets, which is sold
on an absolute guarantee to strengthen
the digostive system, aid assimilation of
food, and cure all troubles caused by indigestion, an important step has been
taken towards solving the question of
good health and long life.
Take one of the little Mi-o-na tablets
before each meal, with the fixed determination that you are going to get well,
and it will not be many days before you
can eat anything without fear of indi-

ANY

WE DONT CHARGE

MORE FOR THEM !

HEALTH
IN PARIS.
F. A.

THAT

RUBBERS

FINEST

THE

SELL

MONEY CAN BUY.

In South Paris, May 13. Mrs. Mary F., wife of
John Benne't, aped 70 years, 3 months, 17 days.
In Buckfleld, May 8, Miss Flora Spauldlng.
In Dlckrale, M*y 7, Mrs. Mary Andrews,
formerly of Hartford, aged 87 years.
In Canton, May 4, Mrs. Luzern, wife of Robert
Swett, aged 69 years.
In Rumford, April 37, Mrs. Lucerne (Ed·
mun Is), wife of George Roberts, aged S3 years.
In Rumford Falls, May 10, Corinne, daughter
of Mr. and Mr·. Fred Merritt, aged 4 years.
In Hiram, May 1, lofant twin daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. Kulton Babb.
In Stow, May 1, William D. Stevens, aged 69

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
Corsets and

are

We solicit your trade.

WE WILL START YOU

A Certain Cure for Aching Feet.
Shake Into your shoes Allen's Foot-Ease, a
It cures Tired, Aching, Callous.
powder.
Sweating, Swollen feet At all Druggists and
Shoe Stores, 25c- Sample Fbke. Address, Allen
S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

are

Brown of Bethel.

Sickly.

by

$1, $1.26, $1.50, $2,
$2.50, $2.75, $3.

Our Prices

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. sell Mi-o-na on
piazza and about the hotel. Landlord an absolute guarantee to refund the
Woodman believes it pays to keep the
money if it does not cure, λ large box of
hotel in first class order inside and out. the tablets costs but 50
cents, if it helps
in
George C. Leavitt is teaching school
if it fails.
nothing
you;
weeks
term—ten
Upton. This is his first
in all.
George likes and is doing well.

Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
Mother Gray, a nurse In Children's
need
Home. New York, Break up Cold· In 24 hours,
cure Feverlshness, Headache, Stomach Troubles,
Teething Disorders, and Destroy Worms. At
all druggists, 25c- Sample mailed FREE. Address, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
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BLUE 8TORK8.

Don't wait until

pick.

are

gone.

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

OS MARKET

SOUTH

SQUARE,

MAINB.

PARIS,

Evangeline
Shoes !
Π
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EVANGELINE is a $3.00 Shoe for Ladies.
EVANGELINE is a Portland Made Shoe.
EVANGELINE is Worn by More Portland Ladies than any other make.
EVANGELINE is Made by one of the Oldest Manufacturers in New England.

m

to &

EVANGELINE is Made on All the Latest Style Lasts.
EVANGELINE is Made of Patent Colt, GunxMetal, Vici Kid and Tuxedo Kid.
EVANGELINE is Made with Rock Oak Soles and Sole Leather Counters and Inner Soles,
EVANGELINE is Made with a Cork Filler to Prevent Dampness.
EVANGELINE is Sold for $3.00 in Patent Colt as well as other styles.
EVANGELINE is Sold in Twelve Styles in Boots and Ten Styles in Oxfords.
EVANGELINE is the Best $3.00 Shoe in the Market.

EVANGELINE

is Sold

Smîlftv Shoe Store. Ooera House
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Telephone

Block,

CASTORIA FerHrfutsudCfaitfrw. £sar»the ^
Tre
Tli Kind Yon Han Always Baught

112-3,

Norway, Maine.

PIANOS.

-

The Mehlin, Pcole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
all
Pasture on Ryerson Hill, Paris,
300 farms and all kinds of Real will furnish
Also I have
feed and water for money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
good
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. Estate. Inquire of Hazen'a Farm twenty-five head. Terms as usual.
Prices
on hand.
stock
A
always
large
several medium grade pianos.
Tbe most eminent physician can not preand Real Estate Agency, Oxford,
HIRAM J. RAWSON,
in
and
interest
will
we
and
for
scribe a better preparation for colio and
Send
you
try
catalogue
low, terms easy.
Paria, Maine.
diarrhoea, both for children and adults. Maine.
market.
the
are
on
that
best
the
pianos
The uniform success of this remedy bas
ZjOMT.
abown it to be superior to all other·. It
WANTED.
water
with
never falls, and when reduced
A large yellow cat with white
and sweetened, is pleasant to take. Every
woman who wants breast and feet, anawers to the name
middle
A
aged
Sold
It.
with
be
ahould
supplied
family
return
! by Shurtleff Λ Co., South Paria; Jonei a good home, as housekeeper. Ad- Dewey. Will finder
I Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug 8tore,
to 39 Main Street and De rewarded. «outil Pari·,
FOB SALE.

Pasturing: for Cattle.

are

W. J. Wheeler As

Norway.

dress, Box 4, East Waterford, Me.

please

Co.,

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.
At the National Sulky Plow, the Syracuse Sulky and Walking Plows,
Disc and Cutaway Harrows, Standard Harrow Company's Tools, Spring

Tooth Harrows, Riding and Walking Cultivators, Bateman Manufacturing
Company's Goods. Also Adriance, Piatt & Co., and Belcher & Taylor
Goods, '76 Plows, Corn Planters, Gasoline Engine·, Repair· and

TIME IS THE TEST
high-speed machine like the cream

οt durability in a
Run twice
No other machine a tarmcr use» has a harder test.
it mu»t not onlv do thorough work,
ever* day. winter and summer,
but to be'pcruianenUy profitable, it MMt be durable.

CREAM

UC
.9. SEPARATORS

·♦-■

Using

garden

Mo. 106.

£*ng«®{In-

yourself and

Examine the

tec

its good point». It U «old by

A. J. ABBOTT, West Paris, Maine.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Meat Market.

—

Carpets

Wool

Catch Pink.

No. lOT.—Cksradc.
Whoever you may be, my last
Belongs to you.
My first I'm making, free and fast
As pen may fly.
(It will be changed quite greatly ere

STAND THE TEST

r/5'X"S.
U. S.

Freah meats of all kinds

constantly

on

Mint.

Mint ia always in favor and can usualΙΟβ.—Pyramid.
Left incllDe, a kind of writing cen- ly be had for the picking, somewhere
The spearlimits.
within oar
suring vice and folly. Centrals, wind- mint has a Savor all its own.
Many
ing like tlie thread of a screw. Right sweet dishes are improved by the flavor
Incline, homes for state or war.
Add
fine.
of a leaf or two chopped
L A consonant
chopped mint to a oooked vegetable, or
a meat salad; serve with an apple and
2. Appropriate.
cherry naiad, and have a novelty in that
3. Worn out
line that is piquante. Cream of pea or
4. An ungrateful wretch.
potato soup is more palatable with a
5. Turned to one side.
hint of its flavor.
& The state of being uniform In all
Delicious beverages are made with
mint flavoring, giving a peculiar aromaparts.
tic savor and having the merit of proη·,

100 and 1 by fifty divide.
And then. If α clphcr be rightly applied
And your computation agrees with mine
The answer will be one taken from nine

all
are
long service. A solid, low frame enclose* dtMjr
and
the operating parts, protecting them from dirt
£
Ballbearings
few
are
arefew,
The
simpleand
easytogetat.
part,
parts
jury.
Jury,
reduce wear
at high speed points, combined with automatic oiling
tho
nixl
careful
as well as insure the easiest operation. Such
S. to better
ough construction is what enables the Û.
built for

Onrmpoadenoe on topic· of latere·» to the Udi
1b cofiolted. AddroM: JCdltor HoiDDUXXKa
Ooluxk, Oxford DemoanU, PuU. Miln».

moting digestion.
For a mint sherbet, the leaves are

mere-

Not fo Poor, After All.
"It moit htT· coet a lot of money,"
remarked Mr. Newlywed.
"Ye·, it'· expensive, bat it'· quite the
nglieet thing I ever ttw," murmured

Mrs.

Newlywed.

"And the Browne have inch good taate
u a rule. I'm really surprised that they

should have sent such

a

thing,"

and

spring

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Wanted.

100.—Eaay Anagram.
Transpose the letters In the following words and you will find three ar-

ticles of furniture:
"A maple latch rib."

Spruce, Fir, and Poplar

No.

110.—Name Posile.

delivered at any elation.

Soup
Stomach

Ε. H. PIKE,

No appetite, loss ot strength, nervou»
headache, constipation, bad breath
general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol cures indigestion. This new discovery represents the natural juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
oures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. & S. Ball, of RawjwcoJ W. Va., ajr-

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

mm.

"

with
anJ

«u troubled
Kodol cured tee

I

sour stomach
we are now

A Christian name meaning extremely
bold (otherwise, holy prince) and a
surname that Is a sou. .ding vessel of
metal are represented by the picture.
111.—Geograpbtcal Cub*.

■o.

ΐ··β····2

for twenty year·.
using It Id milk

•

g.

Tli© Measure
ALL

OF

—

Typewriters

r
om

ξ

every

piece.

Lowney's

j
Chocolate Bonbons
the most delicious and the
perfect confections made.
Every sealed package is warranted to be in prime condition
or money refunded.
On* thing peculiar te Lowmv'S
candies is that they can be m ten
freely: tbey at* pur· aad whotoare

most

NM.
Another Is

that the Lowaay
packagta are full weight.
lie
Se» J for
Lovmey Receipt Book.
The WALTER M. LOWNEY CO.
k
A
BOSTON. MASS.

Commercial Brains

S

u«*aur« «very typewriter— quality for
quality—attribut· fur attribute—by the

Underwood.
μ μ roar h It lu rtipontl veneaa—In
How reaemble
mechanical perfection.
It lu appearance, dealgn and Hulah. I ta
lucreaalng fame uakea permanent tbe
How

a

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS KIND,

Imitations

Never

are

Good.

so

rSDERWOO» TTPKWRITKK CO.,
Broadway, Xcw York.
Portland, Me.
?· Kichaafe St.,
4-tl

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.
l'are

Superb

new

$lJia.

of this line leave
Portland, and India

steamers

Franklin Wharf,
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday)

at

Stove Wood and
Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

J. WALDO

AU cargo, except Live Stock, via tbe

MASONK) BLOCK,

■teamen of this Company, is
against fire and marine risk.
J.

F.

LISCOMB,

Wharf, Portland, Me.

Agent,

insured

Franklin

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finishl
1 will furnish DOORS ana WINDOWS of Any
Size or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish tor Iaalde or
Outtlde work, send In your onlera. Pine Lam
bcr and Shingle· on hand Cheap far Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
E.

Mouldings s,;L

High Grade Portrait

NORWAY.

M itched Hani Wood Floor Board· for aale.

Mats, Mirrors
&

Ë. W.

Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Weet

W.

Sumner,

CHANDLER,
....

Barred Rocks and
White Wyandottes.
a

·

•

·

•

·

•

·

•

·
·

·

»

*

·

·7

·4
·

·
·

»
·
·

»0

From 1 to 2, a famous town In Essex county. Mass.; from 1 to 3, α seain
port of lielgium; from 2 to 4, a town
the Delta of Egypt near which a famous stone was found; from 2 to 7,
American city uaincd after a courtier of Queeu Elizabeth's time; from
7 to 6, a town In Devonshire, famous
for its luce; from 3 to 4, a kingdom of
northern Germany; from 3 to 5, a city

an

of Scotland, famous for its manufacture of shawls; from 4 to 0, a French
city, formerly the residence of the
popes; 5 to ti, a peninsula of Mexico.
Xo.

112.—Diamond.

1. A letter iu river.
2. What fishermen often use.
3. A kind of puzzle.
4. A large cask.

limited number

H·. 113.—Addition·.
1. Add a girl's name to minus and
get cruel.
2. Add quietness to strong and gèt

tranquil.

3. Add loyal to fin Insect and get idle.
tie llad a Toagae.
There is a little boy I know.
And he.is four years young.
"What have you in your mouth?" I
He

asked.

answered. "Just my tongue."
Key to the Pnmmler.

No. 97.—Illustrated Central Acrostic:
Isaac Newton. 1. Spire. 2. Casks. 3.
Crate. 4. Glass. 5. Luces. 6. Lance.
7. Creel. 8. Bowls. .>. Match. 10.
Acorn. 11. Penny.
No. 08.—Buried Places: 1. Venice. 2.
Athena. 3. Slam.

No. 00.—Double Diagonal: Bluebirds,
bllocular, barrister, hoodwinks, blessfugs, bluffness, priceless, mechanist,
dependent. Bird's nest Satisfied.
No. 100.—Clock Puzzle: Six hours.
Six o'clock; 12 o'clock; C o'clock.
Να 101.—Hidden Word Square: Gay.
Aye. Yea.
No. 102.—Enigma: Let ue have peace.
No. 103.
Colleges: 1. Andover. 2.
—

Cornell. 3. Princeton. 4. Dartmouth.
No. 104.-Kates We Know: 1. Corus3. Indicate. 4
cate. 2. Explicate.
Eradicate. 5. Duplicate.

It pours the oil of life into yonr system. It warms you up and starts the

life blood circulating. That's what HolMaine. lister's Rocky Mountain Tea does. 35
F. A. Shurtleff
cents, Tea or Tablet*.
A Co.

Eggs for Hatching.
Also

·

moor.

Licensed Taxidermist,

7 P. M.

·

No. 00.—Word Puzzle: Broom, room,

NASH,

Telephone Connection.

·

·

5. A letter In spring.

Cord Wood,

Standard—

·
·

·

•

5·

"Nam*

·

·

•

by K. A. Shunleil Λ Co.

—

·

•

size, which sells for 50 cents.

·

»

•

Prepared by E. O. OeWlTT * θα. OHIOAQO.
60UI

·

•

1er baby."
Kodol Digests What You Eat.
Bottles only. $1.00 Size holdin» 2S tiroes the trial

of

Parvum in Multo.—Stammerly—H-hhave y-you g-g-got a c-couple of hours to
s-s-sp-spare, T-t-thompson?

Thompson—Why I don't know—what

do you want?

"I'd 1-1-like a t-ten m-m-minute t-talk
with y-you."

specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,

For Sale.

Eggs for hatching, pure

bred

Rocks.

White

setting

Plymouth

50 cents for

of 13.

a

Lesson

There was a

rooster

tliat was

CASTORIA

Dear Sirs:—

so

For Infants and Children.

ters for about

jii

Serve in a glass
substance is juicy.
boat. This chutney is a delicious
accompaniment to cold meats.
There is nothing finer in flavor to serve
with roast goose or pork than apple-mint
jelly. Make apple jelly in the usual way,
using unripe apples, which give a beautifully clear jelly. Add to each glassful
of strained jelly liquid, the sugar and a
tablespoonful of mint juice. To make
this, wash and cover a packed cupful of
mint with boiling water in a bowl, using
two cups of water. Cover closely and let
steep for an hour. Lay a coarse muslin
over a bowl and pour in the mint mixture, then fold over and press out the
The
moieture by tightening the folds.
liquid that drops is a dark green color,
and when mixed with the apple jelly,
tints it a lovely green.
Mint sandwiches are a decided novelty.
They are served as appetizers. Bread is
baked for theee in small baking-powder
tins. Use a day old, when it will cut
smoothly. Butter on the loaf and slice
thin. To make the mint filling, gather
fresh leaves, place in a wire and plunge
in boiliug water for a moment; drain and
chop fine. When cool, cream together
with butter.
Mint vinegar may be made by putting
washed mint leaves into a wide-mouthed
bottle; do not pack them in. Pill up the
bottle with good cider vinegar. Iu three
weeks uncork the bottle, and pour off
clear iuto another bottle; keep well corked. Thie is nice for flavoring purposes
iu the winter, when fresh mint is not to
be had. The average market does not
supply fresh mint, and used in its dry
powdered form it does not possess the
best flavoring quality. Another way of
preparing fresh mint for winter use is to
make mint sauce in the usual way. Fill
bottles with it, and into each drop a
small piece of horse radieh before sealing. The bottles should be filled very
full, corked and sealed tightly. When
using this prepared sauce it will be much
improved by adding a little clear rich
To half a cupful use a
soup stock.
tablespoonful of the stock.
These fragrant leaves make a dainty
conserve that blends well with jellies,
and is excellent as a sweet served at
afternoon teas. As a digestive aid they
A bonbon dish
are the fad of the hour.
is kept on the table filled with these
crystallized leaves for luncheon and
dinner.

sauce

AIVCI bUO

opuailUIUi

Ul

UIIUV ivhivd

Htv

washed, then dry by laying them on the
half of a soft piece of muslin, fold over
the other half and pat between the
hands, until the cloth absorbs the moistMake a syrup of sugar and water
ure.
in the usual proportion, half as much
water aR sugar. When the syrup is thick
the leaves are dipped in, one by one,
bold by the stem. I>ay aside on paper
to dry for a day or two, then redip in
Preserved in this manner
the syrup.
they keep well and the sugar crust does
not fall off in places. The boiled sugar
also gives them a brilliant color, equal
to those we pay high prices for at the
confectioner's.
Another way is to dip the leaves first
in gum arabic water, drain them and dip
once in the syrup. Dry on paraffin paper
in a lukewarm oven.
Any leftover
syrup may be bottled for use to flavor
and color sauces, ices, and delicacies of
this kind.
Mint planted in March, will be ready
for clipping in May. Planted in October,
clipping may begin in March.—New
idea.

finishing

Timely Suggestions.

One of the best preparations for taking out grease stains is made by a mixture of one pint of deodorized benzine,
one-half drachm each of chloroform and
alcohol and a little good cologne. Apply
to coat collar and black garments with a
piece of silk. Id washing solid black
goods, use one tablespoonful in each gallon of water. It will not injure the
most

delicate silk fabrics.

The Kind Yon Have

y.!

Always Sought

similating theFoodandBetf ulaling the Stottds andBowels of

Bears the

Signature

Promotes DigestionJCheerful·

neither
norMiucraL
Not Narcotic.

of

ness and Rest.Contains

Opium»Morphine

Jk^efOUUtSiMUXLfttOKR

week—and Germans like that massive stuff—it's used a great deal abroad.
Then, we'll spend the money we should
have had to pay for a Schmidt present
In

buying something really

selves."

/uuuu*~

AjmSmd*

âfKîmtiéN

nice for our-

"But it has our monogram engraved
It," objected the bridegroom.
"But it is solid silver, and it will stand
having ours erased and another cut in,"
replied Mrs. Newlywed.
So the bridegroom went down town
next morning armed with the silver tray.
He returned with it in the evening.
"My dear, we slandered the Browns,"
he said. "They haven't such poor taste,
after all. In fact, they have such excellent taste that they couldn't stand this
thing in the house. When I took it to
the silversmith he said the monogram
had already been erased once and it
r>n

ly forward and picked up something
from the floor, and after looking at it
attentively for a moment asked, in a
loud voice: 'Has anybody lost a $5 gold
piece?' Instantly a solemn man at the
front end of the car said, 'Yes, I lost a
$5 gold piece,' and held out his hand.
man, 'here's five
'Well,' said the young
"
cents towards it.'
It is

possible

to obtain relief from

chronic indigestion and dyspepsia by the
Some of
use of Kodol for Dyspepsia.

the most hopeless cases of long standing
have yielded to it. It enables you to
digest the food you eat and exercises a
corrective influence, building up the
efficiency of the digestive organs. The
stomach is the boiler wherein the steam
is made that keeps up your vitality,
health and
strength. Kodol digests
what you eat. Makes the stomach sweet
—puts the boiler in condition to do the
work nature demands of it—gives you
relief from digestive disorders, and puts
you in shape to do your best. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
"From St. Louis, eh?" said the hotel

clerk in Cincinnati.

"Yes," answered the gueet

just

registered.

who had

"Isn't it ridiculous how those

people—"

"But my wife was a Chicago woman
and all my people live there."
"—are abueed by the jealous chumps
of other cities?"
Sufferers

who

say

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

A perfect Remedy forConstipaΠοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishand Los9 OF SLEEP.

ness

DUO YE »:« UP AND DOWN THE 1ÎOAD

Fac Simile Signature of

horse stall and gave him an armful of
u bucket of water for his sup-

hay and

NEW YOHK.

per.
Mr. Rooster made an effort to make
a meal of these, hut without success,

sleep standing

ho able to

nor was

np

there in tbe stall.

When his master came through tbe
stable to see if all was well the rooster
said :

"Please, sir. I don't think I like be"i.ig a horse. Please let me be a rooster

Λ I l>

Save your broken

A ml his master was a good person
and granted his r.equeet—Atlanta Constitution.

flie Scene of a Famous and Eventful
Prayer Meeting.

The most famous prayer meeting ever
convened in this country was held in
the summer of 1800 on the grounds of
u farmer adjacent to Williams college,
WilliumstowD, Mass., says Leblie's
Weekly. It was held by Ave students.
They were querying what they could
do for the benelit of mankind. A thunderstorm occurred, and they took refuse under a haystack and continued
tbe meeting. Seemingly the students
clone for the time Iteing knew of the
meeting. For years tlie place was unmarked and the event uncommemorated. But those students originated the
foreign missionary movement in this
country for the benelit of all hinds and

25

s

old

J

I MS

TM· oteeTMiee minuit,

new το·· err*.

or m

Farming Tools!

Records,

They are worth
exchange plan.

111 li

S

exact coby or WBAeecR.

damaged Cylinder

agahi."

UNDER A HAYSTACK.

J}

Opportunity

111 «»

Dos)

cents each on my

Largest Line Outside the City.

A full line of Columbia Disc and

Machines and Records.
Call and hear them talk.

Cylinder

W. A. Porter,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
TRY

A

Plow

Syracuse
—

EITHER

WALKING

—

SULKY

or

peoples. Subsequently Williams college
acquired the property, named it Mis- before buying and be convinced they
Chicago sion park and erected a monument
are the BEST.

they have tried

everything without benefit are the people we are looking for. We want them
to know from glad experience that Ely's
Cream Balm will cure Cold in the Head,
Hay Fever, and the most advanced and

commemorative of the great result. It
consists of a shaft of granite twelve
feet in height, bearing u glo'»e three

feet in diameter, representing the
The legend on the shaft Is,
world.
"Tbe Birthplace of American Foreign
Missions." Underneath are the names
of five students who had a part In the
meeting— Samuel J. Mills, James IUcharùs, Francis L. ltobblns, Harvey I.oomis and By ram Green. This memorial
Is an object of interest to every visitor

Also agent for Harrows, Cultivators

and

Scrapers.

Ο. K. CLIFFORD,

Gasoline Engines

South Paris, Me.

24 High St.,

For Sale in South Pari

Han ure

The bouse and land belonging to the
obstinate forms of Nasal Catarrh. This
estate of the lato Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
remedy acts directly on the inflamed sensitive membranes. Cleansing, soothing \o WIHiamstown, and at every coru- situated in tbe center of the village, has
One trial will convince mencemeut a religions service is held two apartments of seven and eitfht rooms
and healing.
Price 50c.
with sheds, large attic, «fee., and is in
you of its healing power.
beside it.
The grounds are
excellent condition.
All druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros.,
56 Warren Street, New York.
extensive, containing additional bouse
lots.
SELF CONTROL.
"You should always think of someW. T. HEWETT.
thing pleasant," said the cheery citizen. It la One of the Perfection· of the
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Parie.
"It can't be done," answered the man
Gentleman.
with a grouch. "Even if you manage to
PARKER'S
A gentleman is yea tie, slow to surHAIR BALSAM
get your mind off the weather, some one mise evil, siow to take offense and
led beautifies th« heir.
CleicKt
is sure to call attention."
Promûtes a loxuriint growth.
A gentleman
Blower still to give It.
Never Tail· to Beitore Gray
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
A good complexion is impossible witn subdues bis feelings and controls bis
Cur* acalp dim*** h hair filllnt·
vv'-Vsa
said of a man
the Htomach out of order. If pasty salDrugim

low people would pay more attention to
their stomachs and less to the skin on
their faces, they would have better complexions. Kodol for Dyspepsia will
digest what you eat and put your stomach back in right shape to do its own
work. Kodol relieves palpitation of the
heart, flatulence, sour stomach, heart
burn, etc. Sold by F. A. Sburtleff A Co.

"What makes you think that Mars is
inhabited?"
"My correspondence with the editor
of the magazine I write for,*1 answered
the professor. "lie says that is the only
▼lew which has any popular interest."
to Mother·.
w—mh»· carefully every bottl· of CASTORIA,
a safe and sare remedy foe Infanta and children,
and see that It

Important

Signature of
la Use For Over SO Tears.
The Kind To· Bm JJwayt Sought.

epooch.

It is sometimes
that "be can be a gentleman if be
wants to be," but α man wbo can be
a gentleman wben be wants never
wants to be anything else, says tbe

Pittsburg Press.
In

tbe cultivation of courtesy self

respect must play

a

prominent part.

We must never pass for more tbau tbe
value we place upon ourselves. To respect others we must first respect ourWhittier said, "I felt that I
selves.
was in tbe world to do something, and
I thought I must."
One of the perfections of the gallant
man lies in the supremacy of self control. Herbert Siteucer, speaking of this
lmportuut attitude of man us a moral
being, said, "Not to be Impulsive, not
to be spurred hither and thither by

each desire that iu turn comes uppermost, but to be self contained, self
balanced, governed by tbe joint decision of tbe feeiiugs In council assembled, Ijcfore which every action
shall have been fully debuted and
calmly determined—that it is which
education, moral education ut least,
strives to

produce."

SLOT MACHINES.
Tliey Were t'ned During the Time
mid Iteitru of Itnineaea.
A correspondent of the Boston Herald writes: "It Is true there are few
thingi new under the sr.u. 'Air beds,' or

what we call pneumatic beds, were
UJe.l by the Homuns before the Christian era. The most remarkable drplicatiou of an old invention Is tbe nickelThis was first
iu-tbe-slot machine.
used during tbe time uud reign of Barnbest."
eses, In tbe eighteenth dynasty of
is
thero
burn
a
For
nothing Egypt, for the puipose of supplying
painful
beeu blesslike DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. There holy water, that which hud
DeWitt'a ed by the priests, to tbe people wbo
are a host of imitations of
Witch Hazel Salve on the market—see desired It. Tbe machine was uru shapthat you get the genuine. Ask for De- ed,
with a small cylinder inside,
Witt's. Good, too, for sunburn, cuts, through which ran a rod connecting u
for
recommended
bruises, and especially
valve at the bottom of tbe cylinder
piles. The name E. C. De Witt & Co., with one at the top. These were operA.
F.
Sold
box.
on
is
by
every
Chicago,
ated by a lever, which closed the botSburtleff A Co.
tom valve while opening that at the
would fill witb a
Visitor (on the Pike)—"There's a top, when the cylinder
South Sea Islander I'm sure I saw at flxe.l amount of water. To obtuln tbe
the World's Fair in Chicago eleven years water α cup was placed at the outlet; a
ago, only he was a Bedonin sheik then." coin of three drachmae, equal tu about
South Sea Islander.—"Ye're a liar, ye 75 cents of our money, was dropped
ugly tbafe!"
Into the 'slot' on to a scale pan in the
end of tbe lever. This opened the cylkindHave yon weakness of any
inder at the top and closed tbe lower
of
the
stomach, back, or any organs
allowing the coin to slide off, the
with
ordinary valve, of water closing the top valve,
body? Don't dope yourself
weight
Mountain
Hollister's
Rocky
medicine.
the lower one and allowing the
Tea is the supreme curative power. 85 opening
& water to pin into the cup. Thie is the
A.
Shurtieff
F.
or
Tablets.
Tea
cents,
basis of all patented slot machines of
Co.
tbe present time and dates back to
to tell you, Bridget,"
"I have
said the mistress, "that I find you very
hard to get along with."
"Well, ma'am," replied the cook lady,
"I'll not complain so long as ye do yer

'■V

Bankrupt's

VIS,
} In nankriiptcy
Bankrupt. I
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis-

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
k LFRED L. D \ VIS, of Rumford. In the
County of Oxfonl, anil .State of Mnlne,
represent*, that
In ealil District.
of Miy, llW, ho wm ilu'y
on the tith day
inn 1er the Acta of Conjçrc.-h
bankrupt,
adjudgedto
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrelating
rendered all his property and rights of property
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore ne ρ raye, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full dlsrharge from all
debts provable against his estate undor said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 2nd day of May, A. D. 1906.
ALFRED L. DAVIS, Bankrupt.

respectfully

ORDER OF NOTICE

Blace,

granted.

And It I· further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copiée of said petition and this order, addresse<lto them at their places of residence a*
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on tbe Sth day of May.
A. D. Mti.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.H.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMF8 E. HEWEY. Clerk.

For Sale.

of nice orcharding,
Eight
grafted and in bearing. Ί wo acres
of nice tillage land, just out of village. Also a new milch cow, and
acres

Call on or
four weeks old pigs.
A. J. PENLEY,
address,
South Paris, Me.

damp napkin.—London Telegraph.

four different makes.

Shrubs and Plants.

|

Plows, Cultivators, Spring Tooth
Harrows, Corn Planters, Potato
Planters, Webber Wagons.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.

Always Remember the Fall Name

1 axative Rromo

Quinine
in Two.

Cures a Cold in One Day, Grip
on

25c.

Bos.

We want to spin—^
You a yarn about

In the first place yon should know that Paroid
in no experiment. It lias been uu the maiket about
In 1808 the U. S.
ten years and ban stood the test.
Government used a large amount of it iu Cuba; four
years later, it haviug proved so satisfactory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
have now used many million square feet of it. The
Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order
for Paroid, although nearly a hundred bids on imitations were submitted. Kail roads, manufacturers and
farmers all over the country use it and indorse it.
The saleH of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
year or approximately 20,000,000 feet.
We have handled Paroid for about four years, having sold over 130,000 feet
of
and the sale is rapidly increasing. In 100ό we sold enough to take the place

700,000 shingles.
It is

practically fireproof;

round. Niagara Grape 35c., Con- Waterproof Paper.
tion on application.
cord Grape 35c.
Anything you
want in this line at low

price.

S. P.

Δ. ZD
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
IIHOt

Design·

Copyright· 4c.
Anyone sending a sketch and 4eeer1ptiop nay
ascertain our opinion free whether an

quickly
Invention Is probably 1
Uone strictly eonUdentr
sent free. Oldest seen
Patente taken tnroi
(pedal notlet, without <

Scientific American.

■Btteraenc
Job Team Work.

of all kinds with
two horses, also corn plant-

Jobbing

horse

ing.

or

L. E.

April 30,1906.

NOYES,

the National

Association

of

We shall be

pleased

to furnish

samples

Fire

Underwriters

and further informa-

MAXIM & SON,

Agents,

South Parle, Maine

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
Tki KM Yw Han Ahqs Bought

Bears the
*

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular» address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

one! Himi.Twr

South Pari·.

I

—

accept it in the class with gravel roofs as it is proof against sparks and cinders.
Aifother thing to be considered is the low cost as compared with shingle*,
20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quantity and thickness used,
being
Now is the time to buy your than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost of lajinir the
unsuitable,
SPIRE AS, ROSEBUSHES, SY- shingle*. There are many roofs so flat that shingles are entirely
while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of the
SMOKE
TREES, cost. Is is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows. By using Paroid
RINGAS,
it is practicable to build eheds, poultry houses, Ac., with fiat roofs at a big savinc
GRAPE VINES, ETC.
in material. We have the well known Neponset Red Rope Roofing which is an
Baby Rambler Roses, bloom yar excellent low-priccd roof, good for five years or more. Also the Neponset Black

nearly 3,000 B. C."

silks and velvets, which were dyed
when they «vould no longer pass muster in regard to cleanliness. It is recorded, continued Dr. Hastings, that
James I. never washed either hands or
face durlug tbe period be posed as the
wisest fool in Christendom, but confined his cleanliness within the narrow
limits of wiping his finger tips upon a

ΤΠΕΗΚΟΛΓ.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 5th dar of May, A. D. l'JOC, 01
reading the foregoing petition, It le—
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on the Jith day of May, A. D.
l'JOC, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that
The Oxfonl
notice thereof be published In
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at tbe said time an·'
and show cause. If any they have, why
te prayer of said petitioner should not be

come

Limited Bathiaf.
Dr. Somerville Hustings lecturing at
the Loudon institute of Hygiene on
"Cleanliness Is Next to Godliness,"
said that people were much cleauer
now Ui^u iu the reigns of Queen Mary
and Elizabeth, when the washing of
Cotton waa
clothes was unknown.
hardly in use, and linen was expensive.
The poor wore rough woolen garments,
which were never washed, and tbe better classes adorned themselves with

)

ΓΛΙ

Disk Harrows

Discharge.

Petition for

( JOHN DEFRE.

Plows

Sulky

We,*nd>lJÎU«>

In the matter of
ALFRED L. DA

I

Spreaders

tt

rv

•Λ»

Mrs. Hightone—"Oh, dear, no, she
The early summer and early autumn isn't in our set any more. She dropped
are the seasons of the year when driving out some time ago."
"She
Mrs. de Ghipps—"Is that so?"
is most pleasant. In spite of the autothat she climbed
mobile craie there are many people who gave me to understand
still love horses, and are alwaye looking out."
for something new in the line of harness
Have you pains in the back, inflammaFor the
and other leather accessories.
tion of any kind, rheumatism, fainting
young woman who likes to be smartly
or constipation, IIolturned-out when driving about the coun- spells, indigestion
lister's Rocky Mountain Tea makes you
try in her phaeton or basket wagon,
welU 35 cents. F. A.
there is nothing newer and more dis- well, keeps you
touch than white Sburtleff à Co.
as a

tinctive

j

f 'fe

*

next

White Reins.

reins. These reins first became fashionable in the south of France last winter,
where nearly all women who drive themselves use them.
They are generally
used with russet harness, but they may
also be used with a black harness with
silver mountings, when the effect is very
smart. Of course it would be extremely
bad form to use these reins in winter, as
they are only meant for use when driving in a summer wagon. They have an
informal air unsnited to the lees spontaneous atmosphere of a city. Needless
to say, they must preserve an immaculate appearance.—New Idea.

î

1

***·

ÀVfegetahle Rreparalionfor As-

the wiser."

Why take a dozen things to cure that
Grease can often be removed by reRose Comb Rhode Island
oough? Kennedy's Laxative Honey and peated applications of blotting-paper and
Tar allays the congestion, stops that
Reds.
French ohalk to the wrong side of wooland Oil a
tickling, drives the cold out through the en goods. Qrease upon carpeting can
$4 per 100. bowels. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff à Co. often be removed by washing the spot
75c. per setting of 15.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
in hot soapsuds.
"If they keep on arguing over this
Kelley—Phwat are ye on a strike for? oarefully
W. C. THAYER,
Lukewarm water and fine soap will Panama canel," said the herring-keg
Kerrigan—Shorter hours.
Kelley—But ye wor only wnrrukin' remove fats from fast-oolored woolens, philosopher, "I can see its finish."
36 Pleasant St., South Paris, Me. eight hours a day.
while tar and waeon grease will yield to
"If you can," spoke up the ohecker
SOUTH °ARIS.
Kerrigan—But they wor 60-minute lard rubbed on, thon soaped and allowed champion, "that is more than a lot of
Nichols St..
55-minute
Afterwards
so.
sthrikin
'or
or
hours—we're
to lie for an hour
other people can see."
wans.
wash alternately in water and Spirits
Buttermilk.
of turpentine.
A torpid, Inactive liver can produce
than almost anything
TO CUBS ▲ COLD IN ONE DAT
Silk goods, in the main, can receive more bodily 111·
At the Creamery, in large quantithe system out
Bromo Quinine Tablets. the same oautious treatment that is else. It is good to clean
Laxative
Take
Stir the liver up, and get
ties, fresh and good, making first
Druggists refund money if it fails to given to woolens. Fats may be treated occasionally.
The bent results
cure.
E. W. Grovk's signature Is on with benzine, ether and soap In a very into shape generally.
class feed for pigs. We are anxious
should not are derived from the use of DeWitt's
box. 25c.
each
weak
solution.
Turpentine
to dispose of it.
be used upon silk, unless it be black silk. Little Early Risen. Reliable, effective,
with a reputation. Never
OXFORD CO. CREAMERY.
A current of water falling from a height pleasant pills
lawst
a
oalled
me
fool
Sapleigh—Knox
Sold by F. A. Shurtieff à Co.
reverse side of the spot will gripe.
the
upon
but
I—aw—got
night, donoher know,
help to erase it. Whatever applications
even with him.
NOTICE.
are made, care must be exercised In reEdytb—"I wonder if young De Short
It?
did
yon
manage
Hawley—How
to leaving an outline of the stain, really married Miss Angular for her
The annual meeting of the stock·,
gard
he
didn't
him
awaked
Sapleigh—I
why
which must be rubbed with a soft cloth money?"
holders of Pythian Building Associawhile drying.
Mayme—"Let ns hope so. I'd be sorry
Raymond L. Atwood, —aw—«ay something owiginal.
tion for the election of officers for
to think him crazy."
kerosene.
that
said
be
it
here
at
the
Right
the ensuing year will be held
may
PARIS HILL.
A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILE8.
oil will erase fresh wagon grease, and
In One Minute
South Paria Saving· Bank on MonItching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding that machine oil yields to cold soapsuds. | Not a thing harmful
Cur·, bat It relieves a oough
are authorized to reCough
2 o'clock, p. m. ;
at
Piles.
ai,
Druggists
1906,
day, May
Alkalies are removed bv dilated acids,1 quickly, outs the phlegm. Healing ud
fund money if Paso Ointment falls to
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
j1
A Co.
while Midi require hartshorn.
la · to 14 <hyt. 60 oasts.
, soothing. Sold by V. A. Shortlafl
ear·
Clerk.

Sepia

how the...

KcGster Learned

ly braised elightly, add a cupful, packed
"Bury it!" exclaimed Mrs. Newlywed
down, to a pint of boiling water; steep In shocked tones. "Bury $25 worth of
Add the grated liiver—for it must be worth fully that!
for twenty minutes.
yellow rind and juice of a lemon, and a No, I'll tell you what we'll do," and a
cupful of sugar. Cover, and let infuse frown, the outward and visible sign of
until cold.
Strain, and pour into the »n idea, creased the bride's white forecan of the freezer, paoking with equal head.
"We will give the thing to Lilly
quantities of ice and salt; freeze to a Schmidt—you know she is to be married

mush. Remove the dasher, scrape the
ice from the sides of the can, and let reYou It may spy.)
main in the freezer until ready to serve.
For centuries we've held full dear
Serve iu small green-glass sherbet oups
My total true.
flecked with gold. If preferred, the folNo, 108.—A Shakespearean Acrostic. lowing fruits may be added to the sherWhen the following names have beer bet. To the quantity mentioned add the
of three oranges, a cupful of pinerightly guessed the initial letters wil. juice
apple juice and the milk from one cocoaspell the name of one of Shakespeare's nut. Turn into the freezer and when
plays.
half frozen, etir in the stiffly whipped
»
1. A character in "King Lear."
whites of two eggs.
lamb or for game
Mint sauce for
2. A character in "Antony and Cleo
is made as follows. Chop fine the well
patra."
cleaned leaves of a bunch of mint and
3. A character in "As You Like It"
pour over them half a cup of boiling
4. A character in "Othello."
water and two tablespoonfuls of sugar.
5. A character in "Hamlet"
Cover closely and let stand in a oool
0. A character in "A Midsummer place half an hour. Then add a dash of
paprika, a quarter teaspoonful of salt,
Night's Dream."
7. A character in "Much Ado About and four tablespoonfuls of vinegar. Mix

Ho.

...

As Necessary as Tea
for the Family

I have used your very valuable Bitthirty years, and should
a
bim
to
bltcbed
a
that
up
boy
lurge
1 live as much longer I should still use
tbe
and
down
wagon and drove bim up
them, for they are as necessary to have
imite one between the eyes.
in the house as tea is for the table. I·
road.
"But, then, dear, it's really the only
should not know how to get along
is
"It
rooster.
the
exclaimed
"Ah!"
the
bride,
ugly thing we got," comforted
without them.
"and think what a terrible collection much nicer to be a horse than a rooster
I am very truly yours,
those Bannermans received! And all the I shall always be a horse."
MRS. F. C..TRUE,
ugliest thing· were from their richest
he felt very proud Indeed of bis
And
relatives, too, so they couldn't possibly
Readfield, Me.
25,
1903.
May
new accomplishment.
exchange or hide them away."
A
family remedy of established
The bridegroom's
"That's true."
When night came, his master put a
You may profit by the experigloom lifted. "And sinoe the Browns halter on him and tied bim in a regular meritof others.
Always keep "L. F."
ence
have moved west, we can bury this in
Atwood's Bitters in the house.
the back yard and they'll never be
bride and bridegroom surveyed
gloomily a silver tray covered with one
of those designs that seem to rise and

both

hand.
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Fresh fish arrives every Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.
couldn't be done again.—New York
thoroughly.
Nothing."
An appetizing mint chutney is made Press.
Am shipping live stock every week,
to close out o<M patterns and clean
of
"The
Merchant
in
8. A character
with a handful of finely chopped mint
and paying full market price.
Venice."
"A friend of mine," said the stranger,
leaves; add to them a cup of seeded
up stock.
9. A chameter in "Much Ado About raisins, two tablespoonfnls of sugar, one "was riding in a street car in Cleveland
T. Tliayer,
of tomato catsup, and a ealtspoonful of a few days ago.
Suddenly one of the
Nothing."
SOUTE PARIS.
MARKET SQUARE,
salt. Mash and mix together until the passengers, a young man, leaped quick10. A character in "The Tempest."

Chas. F. Ridlon,

A η Anlrrjal Stary Psr
L. tt!e Folks
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